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INTRODUCTION 
~ 
~/ -Jo' 
INTB,ODUC:TION 
The world was long left in total ignorance of the peculiar Berndt 
Nation. A people who were for centuries a world to themselves:and even 
today this ignorance is characteristic of not only Europe but America. 
People Who make a world tour and spend a few weeks in Korea relate the 
odd, unusual and grotesque; for this does not escape their passing notice, 
but the knowledge of the superficial fact that Koreans wear nbird cageu 
hats, straw shoes, and that the men dress their hair in top lmots, no more 
explains them than the diet of Americans e:x:plains American history.. The 
knowledge of the principles which they esteem most highly and professed by 
Koreans as a whole although they are not always practiced, will hwlp us to 
understand them. The study of the national and everyday. life in regard to 
the principles of Confucianism brings to the student a truer knowledge of 
the people of the Korean peninsula. 
The work of this thesis is an attempt to show in a meager way what 
Korea is by drawing from her past hiatory in its relation to Confucianism, 
as good a representation as can be presented of the position these doctrines 
have held for centuries among this people. The Chinese literature and 
philosophy have been wedded to government, education, social life, art, 
literature, and other things Korean. This work is so very limited that 
only a glimpse is given of the various Shades of characters which go to 
make up the Korean people: All types are found in Korea, as in America, 
the noble, the true, the oase, and the selfish. Chinese philosophy is 
exhibited in actual life of the Koreans and reveals the causes of many things 
which are historical facts o:f that country. It would require many volumes 
(l) 
2 
to detail the various effects of Confucianism on this Hermit Nation. 
Only brief mention is made of the outstanding facts of the system and its 
bearings on their history. A study of ConfUcianism prepares the student 
in part to comprehend the past history of Korea, makes him sympathize with 
the recent history and optimistic in forecasting the future. 
In the future KOrea will wield a great influence for good over the 
Far Eastern world .. Changes are going on among her people which will make 
her power felt by the whole East. Korea needs Christianity and modern 
education and she is eagerly welcoming these with open minds and hearts. 
In preparing this thesis it has been necessary to cast the vast amount 
of material at disposal into the smallest possible compass and write only a 
few statements on Korean history in relation to Confucianism. It is for 
that reason, although literally exact, much less interesting. 
A great deal of use has been made of the authorities whose books are 
named in the bibliography attached to the last pages, with an endeavor to 
tttaste some, chew others and swallow a fewtt. Some future student with more 
ability and space at his command may write at length on the influence of 
Confucianism on the past, present and future history of the Koreans. 
The power of Christianity is. be.ing proven very effective in bringing 
about great changes in this Hermit Kingdom opened by American diplomacy in 
1882. The age-long grasp of the Confucian system has been unloosed and the 
problems of profound interest among the people will be gradually solved by 
the power of education and Christianity • 
• 
mr.AP:vER r 
CONFUCIUS, CONFUCIANISM AND KOREA 
CRAP!flm I 
CONFUCIUS , CONFUC I.A.NISM A..li!D EDREA 
.A. A Personal History of Confucius 
Confucius was born in 551 E. C.t in Shantung Province and lived to 
be seventy-three or seventy-four years old. Many attempts have been made 
to trace his lineage~ He a~pears to have been born of a good :family. 
His :father was a petty military officer who had nine daughters and a crippled 
son. He took a young concubine when very old and of this union Confucius 
was born. 
1. Early years 
and family 
When Confucius was three years of age his :father died 
and he early learned to be very. practical by doing many 
kinds o:f work :for according to Mencius, when nature picks a man :for great-
ness it always exercises his mind by hardships. At nineteen Confucius was 
married and, after one son and two daughters were·born, he obtained a di-
vorce and never married again. From his son sprang a large :family whose 
sdescendants live near his birthplace at the present time. 
2. His personal 
habits 
Confucius had many good personal habits. He was care-
ful about his dress, particular about his style, and the 
quality and mode of service o:f his food. He would not eat anything tainted 
or badly cut, and allowed himself on .liberty, not license, in the use o:f 
wine. He was. always punctilious in his bearing~ both in public and in pri-
vate life, and always greeted men according to propriety. .A.l though graci-
ous and kind, he never relaxed even to his own son. He was serious minded 
and yet a true sportsman, for in his youth he could shoot a bird on the wing, 
rode horseback sometimes and was acquanited with archery. 
3. The religious belief 
of Confucius 
Confucius himself believed in a higher power. 
(4) 
;} 5 
The quotations from his sayings express his belief in a God. When in 
danger ttGod implanted the virtues that are in me; what can this man do unto 
me?'t Also another quotation, 11 There is a God and He knows me; if my doct-
rines fail, it is ordered of God11 • Referring to the will of God, he says, 
ttRiches and honors are in the hand of God11 • .And still another, 11 If I have 
done anything wrong, I would God to strike me dead'•. He knew God only as 
a Majesty and never as a Father, and joy did not bubble :forth :from him. 
He remained religious throughout his entire life. His attitude toward 
the unseen world was always reveren:t;, never familiar, but never :fervent .. 
Confucius indulged in and carried out the externals of religion. He was 
not an agnostic and was always rea~ to do what was required in the religi-
ous ceremonies. He had great reticence about religion but, at the same 
time, he recognized God, the Supreme Buler, as a being to be revered and 
worshipped. 
4. Confucius in 
education and 
other work 
a. General statement. -- When China's great philos-
opher did his work in education, the :feudal system, 
founded to strengthen the empire, had in the hands of weak monarchs reduced 
it to a congeries of warring states, awaiting the coming of Ch'in Shih 
Huang, the Napoleon of China~ who built the G:reat Wall of China and united 
the antagonistic territories into one great empire. Confucius taught , 
then, in a troubled period. There were ten or fifteen millions of people 
in China, beset by :famines and plagues, and wars were connnin occurrences: 
in truth it was a degenerate century. 
b. The teacher and his pupils. Confucius became a teacher at 
the age of twenty-0n:e and continued this work throughout his life. At the 
time of his death he had probably three thousand students and these were 
mostly :from the best blood in China. .A.s a teacher ConfUcius was always 
serious minded. and says of himself, tt.A.t thirty I stood firm: at :forty I had 
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no doubts: at fifty I knew the will of God: at sixty I could trust my 
ears: at seventy I could follow :my heart 1 s desire and not transgressn. 
He taught his pupils that the chief end of man was to live as a good son 
and good citizen. He desired to improve the conditions of the people 
and have them get the most out of life, and believed that instruction of 
the leaders was the most direct was to benefit the people. 
c, Keeper of the Crown-lands: a !~istrate. Confucius was 
appointed a keeper of common la-~d called Crown-lands, At a later date 
he acted as magistrate~ ~his office 1vas much to his liking and in it 
he had signal success. He had not much chance to show what a good official 
could do for his people because at this time affairs were going from bad 
to worse in the state. The ruler of his country obtained eighty dancing 
girls and would not accept the teaching of Confucius, who, hampered by 
conscience, lost heart and resigned his position~ ~he rulers of his day 
•. 
saw nothing in him but an old, pedantic philosopher with ttArcadia.n" no.tions · 
impossible of realization. 
d. Itinerate teaching and literary work. For years after he 
resigned from the magistracy he was an itinerate teacher and traveled in 
many states maintaining his course in all honor, he won the reverence and 
love of his disciples. The princes did not recognize him and finally he 
retired, spending the late,r years of his life in literary work. Confuciu-s 
never claimed to do more than transmit the wisdom of the past. He collected 
the accumulated wisdom of all the years before his time which he had found 
in old books not available to others • Out of this material he made books 
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of small co~ss and re-organized this knowledge in such a way that it 
was acceptable and usable. This was his most successful work. His group 
of students helped him with this literary work from the age of sixty-eight 
until his death. 
• 
5. Death and 
deification 
Confucius died a pathetic old who believed himself 
to be a failure. His last words were, "The great 
mountain must crumble; the strong brain must break; the wise man must 
wither away like a plant for no intelligent ruler takes him as his teacher. 
~ time has come to die". Seven days after this he passed away. Only 
after his. decease, in 4'79 :B.C., did any of the :p:ninces recognize that the 
"mountain11 had fallen, indeed, a mountain that from that day on the princes 
of the country have endeavored to re-build. Confucius became an object of 
worship in thousands of temples all over China for the Empress Dowager's 
answer to the preaching of the Deity of Jesus Christ was the deification 
of Confucius. In 1897 he was declared a God equal to Heaven. Confucius 
was a great man who intluenced his country and the whole life of Eastern 
.Asia profoundly. However, despite his best endeavors, Confucius failed 
to fill the office of a great religious leader, for he failed to guide his 
people out of animism up to the unity he sought, the one t:rue infinite God. 
The day is already dawning which will :regulate him to the honorable position 
no Christian will gainsay, of chief classical master and moral :philosoph:~r 
of this potentially great nation. 
1. The nine 
classics 
changes or magic. 
:B. The System of ConfUcianism 
The teachings of Confucius are found in the nine Chinese 
classics. First in order is the Yit Ching, a book of 
It is an attempt to divine events by hexagrams. Each 
hexogra.m represents some i:rrwortant idea. Second comes the Shu King, or 
historical narrative • Confucius had gathered wbat he thought desirable 
of the old days and, out of three thousand or more odes, he selected three 
hundred; these are foumed into the third book. The books of history and 
odes IJ:l8.lre the 11:Bible of Oonfuoiusn. Fourth is the Li Xing, a collection 
of rites ~nd ceremonies. 
( 
Next is the fifth book, Spring and .Autumn .Annals, 
I 
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which tells the history of two hundred years before Confucius. The second 
and general division of the nine gives the sayings ot Confucius. The 
Annalex of the Master is the ethics of Confucius and his last sayings. 
Following this is the seventh book called Great Learning, which is claimed 
to be one of the ten grea.test books of the world. The Commentaries follow. 
The eight book is. 1'Tung Yungn and contains the doctrine of the mean.. It 
is a temperance paper to prevent going to extremes. The ninth book is 
composed of the sayings of Mencius, who was the great interpreter of Confucius. 
Not a single writer claims a revelation or inspiration and no authority but 
that of the truth, however, these classics comprise the wisdom of the past 
ages. 
2. Rules for good 
government 
The Confucian teachings in regard to good government 
and a happy people are given in the form of six rules. 
These rules are as follows: first, order well their own state; second, 
regulate their own families; third, cultivate their characters; fourth, 
rectify their own hearts; fifth, seek to be sincere; si~th, extend their 
knowledge. The central idea is knowledge, self development, self culture 
and that education determines character. 
3. Doctrine of the 
superior man 
The Confucian doctrine of the superior man contains 
the following six attributes: sincerity, learning, 
self control, observing propriety, truthfulness, fortitude and modesty. 
These characteristics are to be acquired through effort. 
4.. Virtues and 
relationships 
a. Five virtues. The five great virtues acco~d-
ing to the Confucian system are - benevolence, upright-
ness, propriety, practical sagacity and good faith. These are all expressed 
in one word 11Reciprocity11 - 11 The Golden Ru.len. 
b. Five relationships. The five fundamental relationships of 
the system are - sove~gn and subject; father and son; elder brother and 
-
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younger brother; husband and wife; friend and friend. The male member of 
the family is the one who always rules as long as there remains one alive 
to do so. 
c. Filial piety. Filial piety is the central idea of the vir= 
tues and relationships under the Confucian system .. Its doctrine is expressed 
briefly as follows: Serve parents when alive according to propriety; bury 
parents after death according to propriety~ and after their burial sacrifice 
to them according to propriety. The obligation never ends; one is forever 
bound to the parents, living or dead. The obligation is on the son to lead 
an honorable life so his parents will not be ashamed of him. Greatest of 
all sins is the sin of being unfilial. Filial piety is the constant r~ 
quirement of Heaven. The youth of China are rebelling at the teachinS3of 
this system, especially concerning the marriage arrangements and the utter 
lack of initiative in choosing vocations, for the son must follow in the 
steps of his father. The high regard for parents creates family conscious-
ness and has given permanency to China as a nation. 
a. Ancestral worship. Out of this Confucian system has grown 
ancestral worship and the following are reasons which support it~ first, the 
dead need the offerings; second, without descendants to carry on the worship, 
the dead will be most unhappy a:nd his lot utterly unbearable, likewise his 
son and all the following descendants; third, the belief that the departed 
have power to bless or curse those left behind. Ancestral worship is very 
deeply embedded. in tbe Far East and nothing has been able so far to uproot 
it. 
5. Forces working 
against 
Confucianism 
There are today in Eastern Asia forces at work to 
undermine the doctrines of ConfUcianism. The rapid 
growth of individualism is working against the five relationships. Growth 
of commercial interests is causing the power of the klan to decrease and 
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women are assuming larger liberties. The industrial development is shaking 
some of the very foundations of the system of the Far East, but some essential 
parts of Confucianism will always remain. 
6. Confucianism as 
a religion 
Confucianism is a very imperfect religion. Some 
scholars~ in fact, claim that it is not a religion at 
all. The reference to God is vague and it is defective in its conception 
o:f God. The idea of God is indistince, generalized and impersonal. This 
indefinite attitude toward the attributes and characteristics of God cannot 
be satisfactory to anyone. 
a.. State worshi)?. The worship of Heaven is the function of 
the state. There never has been a priesthood in the Confucianism system. 
Under its regulations the emperor was obliged to go twice a year to the Altar 
o:f Heaven to worship, and the officials in different provinces also performed 
the religious ceremonies, hence the emperor and the officials became the 
religious l~aders in China. 
b. Altar of Heaven. Outside :Peking stands the famous Altar of 
Heaven, now enclosed with walls. It is built of white marble in three con-
centric circles. The lower circle is abfuut two hundred fifty feet in dia-
meter and the highest circle ninety feet in diameter. On the top layer o:f 
the stage there is a rock which is supposed to be the ecnter of the universe. 
Once each year this was used by the emperor in the great annual sacrifice. 
There were other occasions of worshiping Heaven and other places throughout 
China, but the emperor alone was deemed worthy to worship at this Altar of 
Heaven. 
c. The ceremony. In preparation for the great annual ceremony 
of worship, the emperor spent the entire day and night preceding the cere-
mony in fasting and prayer in a splendid building near the Altar of Heaven. 
A red bull calf was killed, the flesh cooked and this was offered, together 
• 
with magnificent silks and jades on the altar. While the emperor was 
offering these gifts, he prayed to Heaven prayers of a very high order for 
those times. The following prayer is an eY~le from the lengthy original 
one given by Professor Legge: 
110f old in the beginning, there was a great chaos, 
In the midst thereof Thou presented Thyself. 
0, Thou of Sovere.ign Spirit! Thou madest man. 
I, Thy child, dull and unenlightened, I thank Thee .. 
I thank Thee that Thou hast accepted these gifts. 
In reverence we spread out these offerings, 
Silks and jades,· service of song complete. 
Thy loving goodness is infinite. 
In !!lhy great kindness, bear with us, 
Grant us prosperity. Now we display 
These humble gifts with the sincere prayer 
That Thou mayst accept." 
When the Republic of China was first set up the President carried 
out this ceremoniale His prayer was much reduced. The following words 
are translated from a part of it: 
11HeBrven mu.st look down on us 
Welcome before Thee this assembly. 
We offer Thee jade, silver and meat, 
We sanctify ourselves and may 
Thou accept these offerings''. 
d. ·The religion of the masses. ~~· The study of Confucianism from 
the standpoint of the religion of the masses weuld :prove to be a ~ifferent 
story. The religion Of the masses in China is deeply degraded .. It 'is a 
life-long struggle of the people against the power of evil spirits. This 
belief in evil spirits dominates them and they are in bondage te constant 
fear and give much time and much of their worldly goods for the offerings 
which go to appease the evil spirits. These offerings are made by :priests 
who conduct the sacrificial ceremonies and fatten off the ignorance and 
superstition of the people. 
0'.. An Introduction to Korea. 
11 
1. Preliminary 
statements 
The first Asiatic notice of Korea in writing is by Khordad 
Eeh, an Arab geographer of the ninth century A.D., in his 
-~ 
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book on ''Roads and Provinces11 quoted by Baron Richtofen in his work on 
China. The earliest European \vritten information is a narrative by R. 
Hemal, a Dutchman, who was· shipwrecked on the coast of Quelpart in 1654, 
and held captive in Korea for thirteen years. There has been a very great 
amount of matter written on Korea in English, German, French and Russian 
magazines, and the proceedings of geographical societies. 
Korea, in 108 B.C., formed a part of the Chinese Empire under the 
Ran dynasty. The people revolted in 30 B. c., but paid tribute until 9 A.D. 
The early history of Korea is like that of Great Britain with the three 
ethnic stocks - Welsh, Scotch and English contending against each other. 
Likewise there arose in Korea. three states of three ethnic stocks and there 
followed ten centuries of border warfare. In 960 B.C., Korea. came to the 
front by borrowing the higher Chinese civilization, introduced Chinese methods 
and arts, and there followed centuries of brilliant prosperity enriched by 
art and literature. 
In the sixteenth century the Manchus invaded and exacted tribute from 
Korea. In 1653, tribute was reduced one-third and was abolished in 1894. 
It was only a nominal acknowledgment of Chinese supremacy and a trading 
licence, for China very wisely never attempted a permanent occupation of 
Korea. 
2.. The land 
of Korea 
a.. Its names, boundaries and area. The peninsula 
lying between Japan and Chinese Asia comprises the land 
known as Korea. The name by which the country was known to its people when 
first opened by the treaty with the United States was Chosen, translatedttM:orning 
Calm11 • Later it was changed to nTaihann. The name Korea is derived from 
Korai, Korye or Koryu, the term applied to the strongest of ~he three kingdoms 
in existence during the tenth century. It is the local pronunciation for 
the old Chinese way of pronouncing Kaoli. Towards the end of the nine-
teenth century foreigneers were allowed to enter and reside in the land. 
Before this period no foreigneers.were allowed entrance and for this reason 
Korea became lmown as the Hermit Nation. 
The peninsula lies north and south in length, having the sea of 
Japan on the east and the straight of Korea on the south. The Yellow Sea 
is on the west, while it is bounded on the north by the territories of 
Russia and China. The dictionary gives the definition of an island as 
11A body of land entirely surrounded by water". According to this Korea 
is an island, for the lake in the Ever-white Mountains in the far north of 
Korea is. the source of two rivers, the Tumen which el'llpties on the east into 
the sea of Japan and the Yaloo which rushes on into the Yellow Sea on the 
west. The length of the country from north to south is over seven hundred 
miles. Jts area is estimated at about ninety-two thousand square miles, 
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more than that of the combined area of the states of New York and Pennsylvania, 
and nearly that of the island of Great Britain .. 
b. Mountains and rivers. A ~hain of mountains from north to 
south divides, when it reaches about three-fourths of the length of the 
:peninsula, into two ranges which run along the whole eastern coast and are 
the sot~ces of. many turbulent rivers pouring into the sea of' Japan and of 
several much larger rivers which, flowing through the plains to the western 
coast, make Korea. a very fertile country which produces many kinds of grian. 
c. Climate, agriculture and products. -- The climate is superb for 
at least nine months of every year. At the capital the mean temperature 
in summer is seventy-five degrees Fahrenheit, that of winter thirty-three 
degrees.. It is not unlike that of the eastern states, although Seoul, the 
capital, is as far south as Richmond, Virginia. The cold ocean current 
that flows between Japan and Korea modifies the climate of the :peninsula to 
a remarkable degree. There are each 5Wmmer six weeks or more of rain : this 
. ~.· 
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period is called the 11 rainy sea~lOntf · and it is extremely hot and damp. 
Clothing, food, etc., mould and it is very trying on the nerves of the 
westerner. The climate is, however, on the whole~ healthful and dry: 
warm in the spring _and surrnner months and cold in the autumn and winter .. 
This heat and cold are in varying degrees, depending on the distance north 
and south of at least one thousand miles. 
Drought and floods are seldom known in Korea. Rain falls have 
always been abundant and for centuries fine facilities for irrigation of 
rice crops were ample. 
liand was held from the proprietors on terms of receiving seed from 
them and returning one-half the product. The proprietors paid all the 
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taxes. Any Korean could become a land owner by reclaiming and cultivating 
unoccupied crown-lands for three years free of taxation, after which he 
paid taxes annually. The good land in Korea produces two c:rops per year .. 
Rice has thirty fold yield, other grains twenty fold. Korea produces all 
cereals and root crops grown in any other country except the tropics, 
along with cotton, tobacco, ro1d a species of the Rhea plant used for grass· 
cloth. 
The articles cultivated in Korea are as follows: rice, millet, beans, 
ginseng, sweet and Irish potatoes, sorghum, barley, oats, bearded wheat, oil 
seeds, hemp and cotton. Rice is the main product and staple abticle of 
diet, but, in the northern part of the country, the poorer people have for 
their staple article of diet millet, which, when cooked, is much like American 
yellow corn meal muSh • 
3, Other 
resources 
a. Trees. plants and minerals. Indigenous trees are 
peach, pear, plum, hawthorne, hornbeam, willow, hazel, 
Spanish chestnut, walnut, mountain ash, juniper, birch, lime, five kinds of 
maple, three species of oak, and persimmons, the fruit of which attains 
-~ 
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great perfection in Korea. 
Some plants native to Korea are ~zalea, rhodedendron widely dis-
tributed, honeysuckle, syringia, and many other flowering shrubs, plants 
and creepers .. There is also wild ginseng, bamboo, and takpul which is 
used to manufacture paper. 
The mineral deposits in Korea are very large and varied. Ext en-
sive coal fields are found there and iron is abundant, also rich copper ore, 
silver, galena, lead, and tin. Crystal is a noted product of Korea and 
talc of good quality is also present. In 1898, the combined output of the 
gold mines in Korea was $3,000tooo.oo, according to the Encyclopedia 
:Britainica. Mining privileges were extended to foreigneers in 1906, under 
mining regulations. 
b. Animals, birds and fisheries. Korean horees are from ten 
to twelve hands high .. Their bulls are very fine and strong and are used 
for drawing ox carts, plowing rice fields and as pack animals. Sheep and 
goats were bred on the Imperial .farms and used only for sacrifices. Fowls 
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are very numemons, also small, hairy, black pigs, cats and dogs, cows, mules, 
and donkeys. The tiger is of great size in Korea.. His skin is 'Il':agllificent 
and tigers are Widely distributed. Leopards are numerous, and bears, ante-
lopes, boars, five species of deer, beavers, tiger cats, badgers, otters, 
mart ins, and striped squirrel are all native to Korea .• 
:Birds are of many varieties. The following are the names of those 
most often seen: curlews, herons, egrets, storks, cranes, white and pxnk 
ibis, mandarins ducks~ mallards, spectacled teal, geese, swans, three vari-
eties of pheasants, bustards, turkeys, black eagles, peregrines, pigeons, 
doves, night jars, common and blue magpies, kites, hawks, snipes, gray shrikes, 
redstarts, nut-batchers, jays, blue king fishers, orioles, crows, rooks and 
halcyons .. 
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The seas around the Korean peninsula teem with :fish: salmon, cod, 
tai, haddock, halibut~ whiting, ribbon :fiSh, herring, sardines, and'sharks 
and whale abound in some places o:f:f the coast .. In 1911, sixty-two villages 
o:f Japanese moved to Korea to engage in :fishing. 
c. Race and nopulation. Some authorities claim that Korea is 
a mixture. They come :from the mongol :family. The language is Turania.n. 
Koreans are distince :from the Chinese and the Japanese~ Koreans are rigid 
monogamists, but concubinage has a reg-.ognized status. 
The J?Opulation is absolutely homogenous. The northern part is 
thinly J?OJ?Ulated - the southern part is crowded. Three-fourths of the 
population are engaged in agriculture. There has been scarcely any emigra-
tion except into Russia and China until 1910, when it has been said that at 
least a million Koreans left the peninsula at that time. 
"CHAPTER II 
CONFUCI.ANISAl .Al<ID EDUC.ATION 
CHAPTER II 
CONFUCIANISM AND EDITOATION 
11.. Xorean Education in General 
1. The beginning Korea received her culture from China and gave it freely 
of' education 
to Ja~. The Koreans have possessed letters and writ-
ing or their equivalent during the past three thousand years~ It is a 
known fact that since the opening of the Christian era, China's philosophy 
has been the paramount influence among Korean: scholars,. It is an historic 
fact that Wani, fromRiaksai, came to teach the Chinese characters and ex-
pound the classics. The Kokorai people when they came from China brought 
letters with them and carried them to the south. In the fourth centur.y 
the Confucian ~nalects were studied and official recognition of education 
was made by the appoin~ment of Hanken as the head master of Chinese liter-
ature. This was the: first time learning was formally brought into the 
peninsula south of th~ Tatong river. 
2. Class education a. The nobility and the courtiers. -- Popular edu-
and language 
cation was for centuries unthought of in Rbrea, just 
as in other Asiatic countries. Learning was the privilege of the few of' 
noble family and the courtiers around the throne. When the classics and 
ethical teachings of' Confucius penetrated the nations around China, it 
became the f'ound~tion for the education of the aristocrats, Chd.na gave 
Korea the Chinese language and ideographs; from India care :phonetic letters 
and Sanskrit and from these syllabaries were made and used in writing and 
printing the vernacular and also to aid in understanding the doctrines of' 
Confucius .. 
b. The vernacular. The Korean syllabary seems to have been 
(18) 
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first.invented by Chulchong who was a minister at the court of the king in 
the seventh century. This was a collection of syllables made by giving to 
some of the Chinese characters a phonetic value, bttt the idea of a vernacular 
'system of writing was suggested by the Sanskrit letters, Dr. McOartee thinks • 
He says, n In China, Korea. and .J ~pan, the system of spelling is most un-
doubtedly on Sanskrit originn. The true alphabet of the Koreans, called 
Unmun., was invented py ~ Korean :Buddhist priest by the name of Syechong, who 
was one of the most noted scholars in the literary annals of KOrea. 
the end of the eight o~::tui:.n,jih c-entury of the Christian era, the Unmo.rn. was 
invented", according to the Grammaire Coreene. The inflttence of the cul-
ture and philosophy of China has been paralyzing to originality. The 
culture of their native tongue has been sadly neglected by the scholars of 
EOrea so that in spite of many centuries of national life, their literature 
is written in the Chinese language. :But there are native books which have 
been translated into both Chinese and .Japanese. 
c, Chinese language and schools. -- ln Korea today the literary 
men have. a very broad knowledge of Chinese. Most of the Korean scholars 
read all the classics with great ease and fluency. Thed" highly prize the 
art of penmanship and reading and writing has constituted much of their 
education. Fron the fifth to the seventh century the Korean sons of the 
nobles went to Nanking, China, to complete their education. In l888,1arge 
numbers of KOrean young men entered the naval, military and lite:t-ary schools 
of the Imperial Government. 
3. Korean 
culture 
a. Literary examinations. Korea has followed the 
example of China in her system of education. The basis 
of appointment to office always depended on scholastic a~ility, which was 
tested by means of the annual literary examinations. This ncivil Service 
Reform' was brought about early in the fifteenth century. Education in 
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Korea was public and the government encouraged it by making it the means 
to official promotion or government employment. The literary examinations 
were open to all those who were competing for civil and military service 
and those who were successful filled all vacancies. This proved to be a 
constant stimulus to culture. 
b. Chinese influence on Korean culture .. ~Korean culture re-
sembles that Of mediaeval Europe. It is extra vernacular, it is Latin -
the Latin of eastern~sia- the classic tongue of ~he oldest of living 
empires. This literary instrument of the learned is not the speech of the 
modern Chi~~, but the condensed, vivid, artificial diction of the books, 
which the Chinese cannot and never did speak and which to be really under-
stood must be read by the eye of the mind. The accomplished scholar in 
EOrea who writes a polished essay in classic style packs his sentences with 
quotable felicities, choice phrases, references to history, literary pris-
matics, and kaleidoscopic patches picked here and there from the whole range 
of ancient Chinese literature, and imbeds them into .a mosaic - smooth, 
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brilliant, chaste, and a perfect unity. This is the acme of style". 
The proverbs and quotations, the political principl·es, precedents, 
historical examples, et~., are all ancient Chinese. The Korean' s Eea ven, 
nature, history and philosophy were those of GHmfucius. His own language, 
literature and history have been neglected. The Korean child begins his 
education by learning the native beautifully simple alphabet of twenty-five 
letters and the syllabary of one. hundred and ninety or more combinations of 
these letters. Each child commits the syllabary to memory by sight and 
sound. This was all that was learned by most of the girls and a majority 
of the boys, but it was enough for them to read the story books, novels, 
primers of history, letters, and the everyday communications of life. If 
the boy was to become a farmer, trader, miner or hunter, this was all he was 
1 Griffis' Corea, The Hermit Nation, p. 339. 
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required to learn, except some Chinese cha:r;acters :for numbers, points o:f 
oompa.ss, :figures on the clock dial, weights, measures, coins and special 
terms necessary :for his own trade. In EDrea it is o:ften the case that a 
EOrean workman will know hundreds of Chinese characters relating to his 
occupation, but cannot construct a Chinese sentence Ol' read a s~le Chinese 
book .. 
E. The Educational System 
1. The curriculum and 
local examinations 
If a boy wished to aspire to a government position, 
he was aided by his parents and relatives and was 
sent when very young to a teacher of the 11great writingn. The first book 
given him to study is nThe Thousand Qharacter Classicu. No cha.ractel' is 
repeated in this~ They have copies :for children printed :from wooden blocks 
in very large type. At the right side is the pronunciation o:f the character 
in the EOrean and on the le:ft the EOrean word which is its equivalent. The 
student :first learns the Korean sound, next the meaning, then the synta:x: and 
the meaning of the passage as a whole. Writing is employed at the same 
time by the :Korean brush pen and thus by seeing, hearing and writing, the 
text is entirely learned and deeply imbedded in the memory. One by one, 
the same. way, all the Confucian classics are thus learned. From the beginning 
the child is educated in reading, writing and memory work? ~ithmetic, 
other mathematics and science are neglected, but etiquette according to the 
Confucian system is very carefully taught. 
A:fter the student had mastered the text in memory and writing, the 
teacher explained the passage :from the Confucian commentaries. llssays were 
written in both prose and poetry and a fine literary style acquired. All 
who passed the government examinations received certificates. If the student 
passed a provincial test he was employed in the local magistracy. Those 
who were striving after the highest honors would carry their diplomas to 
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Seoul and there attend the national examinations. They would walk all the 
way to Seoul, those from the same town going in groups and taking thefr ser-
vant s with them. . At the capital they would scatter, going wherever they 
could get accommodations. 
2. National 
examinations 
Age barred no one from these examinations. Once in 
awhile a gra.n~a::b.};l.e.tt:, £ather and. son could be se:en taking 
their examineJ.tio11s at the same time .. The majority, however, were young 
men. 
a. The annual e:xamina t ion. At the time appointed many thou-
sands of aspirants would gather at the place marked out for the examination, 
many carrying their lunches with them. Before the themes were assigned 
they s:pent the time in study, reciting. eating, talking or sleeping, accord-
ing to their different dispositions. The examination consisted of essays, 
oral and written answers to long strings of questions. During the time for 
essay writing each candidate retired to a stall where he could write un-
~ 
disturbed. During the greater part of the lifetime of a Korean gentle:man 
these contests occupied a considerable part of his vision. 
b. Results. After the examinations were over those who failed 
went wearily home, buoying themselves up by Confucian philosopby: the 
successful ones were mounted on horses and followed by bands of musicians, 
relations and friends, visited patrons and high officials returning thanks 
and receiving congratulations. 
Next would follow a ceremony of initiating the new graduate into 
society. A former graduate and of the same political party was elected 
chairman and the new graduate was seated several feet from him~ Then 
Everyone present daubed the victim with ink and over 
this ink they smeared flour, and the new arrivals continued this for a con-
siderable portion of time. Continual feasting for several days at the 
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expense of the gradua-te was indulged in and, though this cost a co:p.sider-
able sum of money, the new graduate had to ~rove himself generous and good 
natured or more dire things would befall him. After this initiation ~rty, 
society recognized the new graduate by his newly won title. 
c.. Degreesa There were three degrees given at the national 
annual examinations: first, the title of Chosi • next Chinsa, and. the high-
est title of all - kiu~-chiei. The chinsa, the middle degree, is written 
on white ~a~er and the kiu~-chiei, the highest degree, on red ~aper adorned 
with garlands of flowers. These degrees were all awarded in the name of 
the king. The one Who received the second degree was permitted to hold 
9•ffice in the province and he had the chance of becoming districe magistrate 
or kee~er of a royal se~ulchre, which, according to the Confucian system, 
was a great honor. The one who held the highest degree could become governor 
of a province or large city, or be one of the ministers or hold an impor-
tant place in the palace. Those who received the highest degree usually 
remained in the capital for a couple of years. 
d. Examinations for military service. Those attracted to the 
examinations for civil service came mostly from the noble families. Those 
who competed for military service were often from the common ~eople. In 
this com~etitive examination archery and horsemanshi~, with the addition of 
some literary exercises, were required. Only one degree was given but, if 
the graduate came from a noble family and had political ~ower, he had the 
chance of rising to honors and riches, if he was of the connnon ~eo~le he 
obtained a title but remained in the ~osition of a petty officer. 
For three or four centuries in ~orea this system of literary examin-
ations remained pure and free from bribecy and partiality. When the go vern-
ment ~assed out of the hands of the Koreans, this system disappeared. 
3. Eight de~artment s 
of knowledge 
The Xoreanrgovernment under the old regime ~atronized 
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the special schools of language, medicine, art, mathematics, etc. The 
professors and students in these schools were of the middle class with some 
privileges which the nobility enjoyed. ~ey could attend the examinations, 
graduate and obtain official positions. These professions were usually 
passed on by heredity and they married only among themselves. Up to the 
last of the nineteenth century there were eight departments of special 
knowledge in Korea.. The corps of interpreters included students and masters 
of Chinese, Manchu., Mongol, and Japanese languages. They bad. :parts on the 
frontier, some were in the embassy in PekXng and some resided near Fusan. 
They had schools of astronomy, geoscopy and the work of choosing good days 
for state occasions~ Korea, like China, did not separate astronomy from 
astrology. The School of Medicine was for the ~ecial training of doctors 
for the king and public service. The School of Docruments prepared the 
official reports for Peking and had charge of the archives. The School of 
Design painted the portraits of the king, made maps, sketches, plans, and 
other work required by the government. The School of Law instructed the 
judges and was used as a court of appeal. It was also connected with the 
Ministry of Justice. The School of Accounts audited accounts, apprized 
values, was assistant to the Treasury Department and took charge of over-
seeing public works. The School of Horology kept the standard time and 
looked after the water clocks. In addition to these eight schools, there 
was a very fine band of palace musicians. 
4. Results of the a. The upper classes.. -- .At the beginning of the 
old system: 
changes inaugurated twentieth century the upper classes in Korea were 
highly cultured in the classics and well vers.ed in the ethics of Confucius. 
But popu.lar education, so called, was Ullknown in the peninsula. Says 
Griffis, 11The Confucian t~les and halls of scholars, the memorial stones 
and walls inscribed with historical tablets and moral maxims, the lectures 
~} 
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and discussions of literary coteries and the poetry parties concentrated 
learning among the upper classes rather tha.ll diffUsed it. The nobles and 
wealthy scholars, the monasteries and government offices possessed large 
libraries", but ~he books were written in the Chinese language, very plain 
of course to the Confucian scholars, but a fountain of knowledge inaccessible 
to the oommon people. 
b. The common people. ConfUcianism having taken dee:p root in 
EDrea with its educational and ethical influence, has contributed a big 
share in keeping alive the eager desire for learning among the ROreans 1 but 
it cannot be said that it diffUsed knowledge through the masses. Forty 
years ago Christianity began a work entirely ignored by the Confucianists; 
that of educating the com~on people. 
c. New system of education established. (1) In 1894. -- The 
royal examinations in Chinese literature held in Seoul up to 1894 were ab-
olished by the KOrean government and there was established an Imperial 
English school with foreign teachers, a re-organized Confucian college, a 
normal eollege under efficient foreign principal and teachers. Then there 
were French, Russian, Chinese and Japanese schools, chiefly linguistic, 
mission boarding schools, and an American college. All these schools were 
u.pder KOrean Imperial patronage and subsidized by the government. In these 
schools a high class liberal education was given; the Korean government 
had made very liberal grants to these schools. In the primary schools 
arithmetic, geography, Korean history and the governmental system of other 
civilized countries were taught. 
(2) In 1910. -~ In 1910 Japan re-organized the entire school 
ayateni all over the peninsula. Only Japanese models are followed and 
Shintoism is taught from the lowest to the highest grades.. The teaching 
and text books are in the Japanese language .. 
~· 
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c. The Conception of Education held by the Koreans 
The fundamental relation of education to the entire scheme of life 
in Korea is shown forth in one of the Confucian texts~ "What Heaven has 
conferred is called Nature; an accordance with nature is called the path 
of duty; the regulation of this path is called instruction". The purpose 
of education is to train each individual in this path of duty~ wherein is 
most minutely prescribed every detail of life's occupations and relation-
ships. ~ov centuries these have been the same. In reality Heaven has 
conferred merely that which exists - that which had been made authoritative 
by Confucius. The natural state is the state of relationships, that 
approved by religion, morality and the government .. The tt:path o:f dutyn ia 
to maintain that which exists without change or modi:ficationa. Education 
to the EOrean had for its functions the training of the leaders in the 
knowledge of all this ancient learning about the order of society and the 
relationships. in life, and training all the population in the modes of con-
duct in regard to every activity and interest throughout life. The Koreans 
have been thoroughly controlled by the minutiae of custom~ they regarded its 
most punctilious observance sacredly and persisted long in this subserviency 
to the past.. The educational ideals and practices of the Enreans have been 
intertwined with every aspect of their life. This eXplains their solid 
social structure, their conservative character, their chief moral traits and 
their weakness and strength both as individuals and as a nation. The old 
Confucian system of education in Korea is a good example of the relation be-
tween education and the social life and life as a whole; an education there 
is not only influential but accomplishes its end. 
D. The Relation between Social Life and Education 
Education has borne such a close relationship to life that it has 
had a moral character in EOrea. The literary character of their education 
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relates to conduct entirely. Tb:t.ts the Xorean scholar has knowledge to 
shape his own conduct and help guide the conduct of others, The educated 
Korean became the political offic;i.al and conr_pletely organized and controlled 
the direction of social life. For the last five hundred years the Rbrean 
aristocracy has been that of learning. In a remarkable way the education, 
govemnment, ethical beliefs and practices of the Koreans all are based upon 
~ 
and find an expression in the religion of Confucianism. Confucianism is 
' 
embodied in the sacred text to which Confucius assigned in his time the 
authority of twentr centuries • 
a. Confucian doctrines. Confucianism in EDrea. . 1.. Confucianism the 
basis of Korean 
education had united social ethics, politics and individual 
morality. In the Confucian teaching virtue consists in moderation; perfect 
balance of emotion and passion results in virtue. Mencius teaches in the 
classics that man is by nature good, not evil, and ethics and education are 
to preserve nature and direct him in its way. Writes Mencius, ":Man inclines 
to virtue, as water inclines to .flow downward, or as the wild beast inclines 
to seek the forest11 • 
It has been said of the teachings of Confuci&n literature that they 
have the loftiest moral code which the human mind nnaided by divine revela-
tion has ever produced, and its 11 crystalline precepts have been the rich 
inheritance of every successive present from every successive past". Eut 
a lot of their sacred writings ~re devoted to an exposition of the details 
of conduct which are prescribed for every conceivable relationship and 
occasion of life~ 
b. Aim and content of education. The following passage from the 
Eook of Rites will show the aim and content of their education and also the 
content and spirit of this sacred book. 
ttlu. The sovereign and king orders the chief minister to send down 
·~. 
his (lessons of) virtue to the millions of the people. 
112". Sone in serving their parents, on the first crowing of the 
cock, should all wash their hands , and rinse their mouths, comb their hair, 
draw over it the .covering of silk, fix this with the hair pin, bind the hair 
at the roots with the fillet, "brush the dust from that which is left free~ 
and then put on their caps, leaving the ends of the string hanging down. 
They should then put on their squarely made black jackets, knee covers, and 
girdles, fixing in the last their tablets. From the left and right of the 
girdle they Should hang their articles for use; on the left side, the duster 
and handkerchief, the lmife and whetstone, the small spike and the metal 
speculum for getting fire from the sun; on the right, the archers• thimole 
for the thumb and the armlet, the tube for writing instruments, the knife 
case, the larger spike, and the "borer for getting fire from wood. They 
should put on their leggings and adjust their shoestrings. 
"311 • (Sons' l wives should serve their :parents-in-law as they served 
their own. At the first crowing of the cock, they should. wash their hands, 
and rinse their mouths, comb their hair, draw over it the covering of silk, 
fix this with the hair pin, and tie the hair at the roots with the fillet. 
They should then :put on the jacket and over it the sash. On the left side 
they should hang the duster and handkerchief, the knife and whetstone, the 
small spike and the metal speculum to get fire with; and on the right, the 
needle case, tnread and floss, all "bestowed in the satchel, the great spike, 
and the borer to get fire from wood. 
1 
ments and adjust their shoes, etc.n 
They will also fasten on their orna-
The virtues of family life are those of filial duty, 
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2. Individual 
education 
fraternal love, friendship and suchlike can be judged from 
the passage just quoted.. 
For the indi~idual education consists in the mastery of this sacred 
1 Mnller, Sacred ~ooks of the East, Vol. 37, P• 449. 
til' 
• 
literature in order that he may live in accordance with the path of nature 
marked out in the Sacred .1i terature ~ This necessitates a perfect memoriz-
ing of the books of Confucius and knowledge of the commentaries. In order 
to make the Confucian statement of the work of education socially co~lete, 
the conduct of the government was given into the hands of those who showed 
the greatest mastery of the contents of the Classics~ These individuals 
most steeped in the life of the past governed their fellow Koreans to see 
that they did not violate nthe Will of Heaven" or wander from 11this path of 
dutytt established by Heaven and thus they accomplished the aim of their 
education. 
3. The family the 
basal institution 
The family in Korea furnishes in a decided way the 
oasis of their education, though instruction was 
given in Confucian schools all over the country! The Korean ethics is of 
family duties and activities; the five great relationships are those of the 
family; the content of the sacred literature relates to those relationships. 
Their religion is ancestral worship .. Filial piety is their greatest virtue. 
The family forms the unity of their social life for "the sons can be punished 
for the misdeeds of the father11 • The rules that grow out of the family re-
lationship settle their jurisprudence and morals. Thus the family dominates 
Korean society. 
1. Accomplished 
its aim 
other countries • 
E. Results of the Confucian System of Education in Korea 
The desired results of this system of education were oo-
tained in a wider sense than perhaps other systems in 
For many centuries EDrea has sought to maintain its nation 
and reach'its ends throt~h this educational system and it did accomplish its 
aim. This education has social and individual functions. This was pos s-
iole because its object was nBgative. To suppress individuality, to se-
eure social stability, not social progress, was its aim. This negative 
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cbaracte:t of education1 s goal is the reason for its co~a:tati ve success. 
The education of the West works toward an ever advancing goal, but that of 
the East tries to fit the individual into a predetermined environment. 
The Confucian system of education in Korea did secure the stability 
of society, the perpetuity of the nation and the conservation of the past. 
It is the consensus of opinion that Confucius did not teach morals for the 
sake of the individual, but to secure the peace and stability of. the nation. 
With.the KOreans e~hasia has been placed upon the subjection of the indi-
vidual to custom to secure order and stability they have, until the entrance 
of Christianity, ignored the working for progress through the individual~ 
2. Results on the a. Conduct. 
individual 
The further results are a very good 
training along narrow lines, but results on the indi-
vidual are very restricted. The natience of the race, exactness in 
scholarship and in the details of common life, also voluntary attention are 
very pronounced traits of the Korean character. 
The literary education related to the form of conduct and of govern-
ment a.itd(:di~ctly bore on the relations of life. Conduct was the great 
art with them and the scholars best acqu&inted with the forms were thought 
eminently fit to direct the conduct of others and rule society. 
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b. Individuality suppressed. The general result of the Confucian 
system to the individual was the suppression of individuality. Lewis says, 
''In his e:xaminationsm his quotations in support of his arguments must not 
contain a flaw in penmanship, nor an error in recollecting a passage, and 
if he deviates f:t-om the orthodoxy of the great commentator, he is doomed to 
failure",. The position of the ideographs are all fixed and any deviation 
from the established form for the sake of clearness would be death to success. 
Imitation became a virtue and the man best educated and most successful 
was the one who had the least originality and could reproduce most accurately 
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the ancient modes of thought and action~ 
c .. Ext e:rnal i ty of moral virtue. It ~s been the aim of Korean 
education to :reduce all life to conformity with the past, the aim of in-
st:ruction is to impart an accurate and detailed knowledge of these forms to 
those who are to control society, always the formal, the external, the p:re-
scribed, :that come to dominate in their lives.. There is very little :room 
for free moral sentiment and individual opinion. The externality of their 
moral virtue is seen clearly, even in those :relating to the family. .Acts 
have only an outer meaning, intentional acts and those which are blameless, 
this is the main :reason why Westerners find it hard to understand the Koreans. 
With them the moral quality of an act does not lie in its intent but in its 
form, just as virtue consists not in the spirit out the objective mani~est-
at ion. The standards of conduct are not as high as could be e:xpected in 
personal morality, although the doctrines.of their moral leaders are high. 
' . 
The sence of shame, of dignity and personal responsibility, is not sometimes 
present because of the absence of the principles of freedom and the presence 
of the main idea of formal observance .. 
d. Capacity and ability not developed. In the Confucian system 
the object is not to develop human capacity or ability but to cram the memory 
with accepted forms; conduct is developed precept, not principle, and the 
necessity is to develop power of memory to retain a multitude om: facts. 
What Lewis says of the Chinese is true of the Koreans in the results upon 
tthe individual of the hoary Confucian system. 
ttRe can compose elegant Chinese prose, according to the fixed laws of 
composition. Re commands from memory the bulk of the thirteen classics 
which means that his conversation and writing are punctuated with classical 
allusions. It is probable that he has the ability to compose epigrams, 
and epigramatic coup~ets and quatrains. He is saturated with the family 
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law and a knowledge of the five relationships - the fundamentals of sociology. 
Re believes that the ruler has divine right and the schola:r has divine 
opportunities. He doubts not that his is the Oentral Nation of the world, 
not only geographically but intellectually. Foreign nations are to him 
barbarous, and rightfully should seek culture from Heaven's country. Their 
brutal militarism e:x;plains their dominance. He knows the life story of 
his rulers, s~es, scholars, statesmen and poets. He thinks he knows the 
principles of Cosmos, and the rules for unlocking its laws. Re has at his 
disposal remarkable but rude astronomical calculations. He has been taught 
to disdain foreigneers with their 'strange doctrines' and their disregard 
for 'proprietyt. He is well bred according to standards which are older 
than European history, and he hesitates to recognize as a gentleman a man 
who does not conform. If your ~~rs are not his, then yours are not good 
manners. The literatus fastens his black eyes upon you, reads your char-
acter, sifts your motives, and thinks he makes an altogether keener analysis 
of you than you do of him. He knows no rules of phychology, but without 
. 1 
them may make a better psychological diagnosis than you." 
1 
Lewis, The Educational Conquest o£ the Far East, pp. 153-154. 
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1. Various 
beliefs 
O.HA:PTER III 
CONFUOIANISMAND RELIGION 
A.. The Primitive Religions 
When one studies ~he connnon names applied to mountains, 
river, valleys, caves, etc., of a people, many of their 
beliefs in primitive times can be disc.overed. The main name for the Supreme 
:Being in Korea is Shangchai; in O:O.ina, Hannanim has the same meaning.. The 
idea conveyed by the term Shangchai is much the same as that used by ConfUcius. 
a. Shamanism. -- Anamism is found to be a basis of a native 
Korean faith, especially in the north. In the first authentic accounts of 
the three Kingdoms of KOrea, it is found that they worshiped. the spirits of 
Heaven and earth, the invisible powers of the air, of nature and the gods of 
the hills and rivers, soil and grain, ·caves, etc. The Koreans early wor-
shiped the morning star. Many sacrifices of oxen to Heaven were offered in 
some places; this worship continues to this day. 
b. The mountain gods. The god of the mountain is worshiped on 
each mountain pass. There they pile up stones and on the devil tree over-
hanging these stones they tie different offerings of food and clothing. The 
majority of the people believe in the god of the mountains. Temples are 
built to him on the steepest and highest slopes. This god is worshiped for-
mally once a year • The whole family go up the mountain with the different 
foods for offering. Seven days before and as many days after no meat is 
eaten and the cereal foods must be extremely clean and the rice pounded very 
carefully and the vegetables washed seven times. This idea of the worship 
of the mountain gods has been handed down from prehistoric days. The wor-
ship has been continued for many centuries in Korea.. 
(34) 
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c. Other gods. -- There are the popular gods; of the trees, of the 
rain, of the harvest, and all must be propitiated. To the Korean the air 
is full of spittts and invisible creaturesa A tempest is a devil's wind 
made by a demon intent o~ harming the people, so the ignorant believe. There 
are socerers who are supposed to have supernatural power and obtain many fees 
from the people, but socially they are outcasts. Until very recently all 
the Koreans believes in the god of rain and many ollferings were made to hi~ 
Only in the capital is the god of war worShiped and there two temples were 
built for his honor. 
1. The Confucian 
Renaissance 
:B. Korean Confucianism 
In opposition to the tYranny of the Mongols and the 
:Bonzes,, the nobles had become ConfUcian literati. 
After the fall of the Emperor Sung, many Chinese literati came into the 
country and brought many Chinese books with them. 
The second half of the fourteenth century was a "Confucian Renais-
sance"~ the triumph of the literati in Korea followed the downfall of the 
Mongals and the accession of the Mings in China. 
For a century the Korean Kings knew how to keep in subjection the 
literati, but, later, the Confucian scholars grouped in the official pro-
vincial schools, the temples and colleges around renowned masters, began to 
communicate from town to town with each other and were represented at Seoul 
by the literati of the temple of Confucius. Often these Confucian scholars 
gave their orders in no unce.rtain tones to the court and to the king. Two 
princes who resisted them were deposed; the others had to submit to a strict 
puritianism founded upon the classics, and to take part in the persecution 
of all dissenters. It was the reign of the Chinese ritualism; but the 
literati did not agree about the interpretation of the Confucian texts; they 
split up into parties and fought for power; hence, there followed exiles, 
• 
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massacres, violation of tombs; all parties at certain times Showed eq~l 
ferocity, especially in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
Among the great Confucian sages in KOrea at that time, mention must 
be made o:f Ri Theu, Sung U Kyei, and. Ri Ryul Kok, who kept themselves en-
tirely apart :from all the factions. Especial mention must also be made o:f 
Ri Mok and Song Si-ryel, whose partisans stained the land with blood.. Since 
the eighteenth century the Confucian philosophy has continued. to be studied 
and the rites have been practiaed with milder feelings .. 
2. Changes 
made 
Ni Tayo, the founde.r of the last dynasty in Korea, 
lasting from 1392 to 1905 7 started paying homage to 
China, accepted the Chinese . calendar and chronology, changed the capital from 
Songdo to Seoul, organized an administrative ~ystemwhich continued until 
1895. He disestablished Buddhism and introduced the ConfUcian religions 
system, carrying out the same system in education, :polity, and the social 
order which has dominated Korea for the past five centuries~ 
/ 
Because they did not conform to the strict orthodoxy o:f Confucianism,. 
a~tars which wer~ dedicated to the stars and the offerings and prayers found 
were suppressed for they were Taoist in character~ like the sacrifices to 
Heaven. In connection with agriculture, the sacrifices kept their national 
character with Confucian modifications,. Sacrifices were made spring,summ.er 
and autumn. In spite of the intolerance o:f the Confucianists, the worship 
o:f mountains, rivers and seas has survived and also the purification, pro-
pitiation and sacrifices of the New Year,. perhaps because they became mixed 
with the Confucian sacrificial sys.tem~ 
3. Various religious 
sacrifices 
a.. Sacrifices to Heaven. On all extraordinary 
occasions there are sacrifices, ceremonies and pray-
ers. Many of these are made to Heaven or to the EII!Peror o:f Heaven~ and are 
the outcome of the Confucian system~ 
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b. Sacrifices to Confucius and his disciples. -- ConfUcius was 
worshiped twice a year in Korea• once in the spring and again in the fall. 
The magistrate who was over each city conducted the ceremony. The Emperor 
of Korea worshiped him in the capital. Some of the disciples of Confucius 
were also worshiped. The magistrate sacrifices sheep in the stone built 
temples. All these ceremonies have ceased since the occupation of the 
Japanese, but they remain part and parcel of the beliefs and acts which have 
helped form the Korean character. 
c. Ancestor Worship 
1. Formulae 
and 
elements 
Since the tenth century in Korea the worship of ancestors 
bas been very Chinese in its formulae and rites .. Nine 
hundred and eighty-eight rituals are directly inspired by Chinese rituals and 
the formalities of ancestral worship have "been broadened to take in all the 
spirits. 
Elements of sacrificial offerings are incense, cloth, wine, different 
kinds of food, reading of a prayer, musicians chanting hymns, and dancers 
performing evolutions at different parts of the ceremony. A consecrated 
cup is handed to the chief sacrificer, who empties it. Consecrated food is 
also offered.to him which he receives and after the ceremony consumes. The 
rest of the offerings and prayers are sometimes "buried in a ditch dug for this 
purpose. The text of the prayer and the quantity and nature of the offering 
vary according to 0m~cumstances. 
2. Various 
ceremonies 
a. The duties of the eldest son. Ancestor worship 
e~ists in every family in some form or other. The eldest 
son inherits the sacrifices and on the proper day presents the offering to,· 
the spitits of his great grandfather, grandf~ther, his father and their wives. 
b. Sacrifices. The ceremonies took place at the same time as the 
royal worship of the royal ancestors and were performed either in the princi-
pal room of the house or a chapel set apart for this purpose or by the tomb 
of the departed~ There are to this day sacrifices and addressed to the de-
J 
parted and there is also a belief in irmmrtality among most of the Bbreans: 
tllh,gugh this belief is sometimes very bazy. Dead ancestors are saarificed 
to in the belief that the departed spirits can exert an influence for good 
or evil upon the living. This Confucian doctrine is very deeply imbedded 
in the minds of the Koreans; the grave for that reason is extremely sacred. 
Nothing would cause a riot sooner than the desecration of the graves of their 
departed relatives. None of the KOreans have tried to solve for themselves 
an idea of the nature of the disembodied state. 
c. Burial rites. In their burial ritual the Chinese Confucian 
system is carried out with Korean modifications. The bitter wailing and 
black despair after the d~th of 'their loved ones show the influence of the 
Confucian doctrine of absolute ignorance about the 11beyondtt. The deeds doll.e 
in the body are the chief things upon which exphasis is placed, especially 
the honoring of parents in heart,, speech and l>..ebaviou%1 when living and after 
death. 
The cult of ancestral worship is the deepest planted religious. b.elie:f 
in Korea today .. Cpnfucius found it in his day in China and made it the basis 
of his teachings, as it had already been of the religious and ancient doctr-
ines of which he was the editor. 
d. Ancestral tablets. Ancestral worShip in KOrea is not very 
different :from that in Chi~, however, it is today more purely Confucian per-
haps than a great deal of what passes for ancestral worshi:P in Chi~. .At 
stated intervals public celebrations are made to ~castors, and in the well-
to-do home can always be found t~e gilt and black ancestral tablets which have 
the names of the departed inscribed upon them. Daily offerings are made to 
these tablets and in the temples are placed duplicates of those in the private 
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homes. Into the very soul of the Korean is wrought the belief in ancestral 
:piety and worship. One of the greatest hindrances to the onward sweep of 
Christianity is· this belief. It is the source of more lapses _and renunci~-
tions and discipline in the Christian church than any other ,cause. 
3. Filial 
:piety 
Confucianism is an expansion of the root idea of filial 
:piety .. It is based on relationship. The five relation-
ships are the source of all the duties of life. .As in China, so in Kore~, 
the five relationships are - king and subject t :parent and child, husband and 
wife, elder brother and younger b.rother, friend _and fl'iend. The five consti-
tuents of worth or the virtues are - benevolence, uprightness of mind~ :pl'o-
:priety of demeanor, knowledge or enlightenment, and good faith. 
4. Official 
sacrifice 
Official sacrifices were regulated by the government and 
were offered at national festivals. High officials 
honored their ancestors with much display and elegance and the connmn peo:pl~ 
on a much simpler scale.. In every :province, capital and city there are build-
' ings containing statues of Confucius and his thirty-two disciples. Regular 
sacrifices were offered to them and they were kept u:p at the expense of the 
:public, but at :present many of them are falling into ruins. 
1. Korean 
:Buddhism 
D. Other Religions, Philoso~y and Ethics. 
For centuries :Buddhism held sway as the reigning dynasty 
of Korea accepted and defended it. .A Korean E~eror sent 
a small golden :Bud~ with :Buddhist books as a present to the Ja:pan~se Emperor, 
and today it is the :principle religion in Ja~n. The special features of 
renowned :Buddhist t em:ple s in Japan came originally from Korea; libraries, 
collections of books, images, altar furniture, etc. In EYoto, images in gold, 
gilt wood, and some fire resisting material, perhaps platinum, are known and 
duly certified by genuine documents in the temple to have been brought over from 
Kore~. The revolving :Buddhist library was taken to Japan in the thirteenth 
• 
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century. E:x:cepting in some military phase, the type of Korean :Buddhism was 
silimar to that in China, and in both count~ies its history is one of decay. 
The priority of the Confucian teaching and the tho~ough indoctrination 
of the people in them and the copying of Chinese manners, customs and the 
materialistic spi~it, also; the indigenous spirit worship, were reasons why 
Buddhism never secured a lasting hold on the Koreans. If ConfUcianism is 
classed as an ethical system and not a religion, Buddhism can be ranked high 
in the religions which have most influenced Korea. 
2. Four religious 
sects 
a. The ink sect. The translation of a EO~ean 
treatis on religion says that there were four religiotts 
sects in Korea., The first sect is the inl!:: sect. By the pen every man 
gains knowledge and ink is therefo~e valuable and ought to be honored accord-
ing to this doctrine~ A EOrean contempory of Mencius wrote out their rUles. 
One of their teachings orders the younger people to get up at the fifth watch 
in the morning and wait upon the father, mothe~ and elderly guest. They also 
teach love for everybody, but the parents always should be loved first. They 
hold that the mind must be bent in one direction, regardless of what peopl~ 
say and that tu1der Heaven there is only one true doctrine Which is the 
doctrine of the "Enlightened Onett., 
b. Religion of reason. Another sect is that of the religion of 
reason. The devotees are to qe olean in heart, person and in temple. 
Second, he is to strive for serenity of mind by abstaining from £leahly de-
sires. Its disciples are to be hurrfule, not arrogant, but the Korean writer 
goes on to say, a disreputable man who joins them may forsake benevolence 
and uprightness as taught by Confucius and then, alasl what can resti!D're him? 
c~ The law sect. The law sect is composed of those who punish 
evil and reward good. If the magistrate is selfiSh and forsakes the true 
doctrine, he is a castaway from benevolence and love and his people suffer 
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accordingly, 
d. Geomacy. -- Another of these sects is that called Geomacy. 
In this an intelligent man induces men to act according to his rule as to 
when he should do a thing or refrain from doing it. However~ if a ma:n. lack~ 
ing in mental capacity join them, he forsakes the superior doctrine of Con-
fucianism and becomes a servant of demons and superstition. 
3. The Korean system of 
philosophy and ethics 
a. The ethical system. - The ethics of Oon-
fucius found a ready soil in EOr~ for it was 
received gladly by those in authority. This system of ethics nourished a 
spirit of filial piety and personal loyalty, of feud and blood revenge, by 
forbidding a ma:n. to live under the same Heaven with the murderer of his 
father. Griffis says, "The Chinese ethics ~d a11cestor worship, especially 
in the northern part of the peninsula, underlay the outer adherence of the 
people to the religion of the "Enlightened ane·rt. The Koreans base their 
behaviour and legal procedure on this ethical· code! The rules of this code 
also govern their daily conduct. It overspreads the whole country of Korea. 
During the period of the predominance of :Buddhism it was fully practiced by 
the learned classes and even then its influence was carried out_ in the prac-
tises of every grade of society. Since the fifteenth century, Confucianism 
has been the official and popular cult of Korea, and continued to be until 
the close of the nineteenth century! :Bigotry, intolerance and persecution 
:have often been manifested in Korea, largely on account of the influence o:f 
this cult .. 
b. Dual system of philosoP4y. The philosophy of the Chinese 
entered Korea along with their ethical system, This philosophy is based 
on the dual system of the universew This dual system is positive and nega-
tive, active and passive, or male and female. All things in Heaven and 
e~;~.rth come from the inner action of the male, or active principle, and the 
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female, or passive principle. The Kor~ans used to believe that the miner-
als were produced by means of these two &g.encies and that they grew like 
plants. The Korean. mind is so deeply steeped in philosophy that when their 
national flag was made the symbols e:x;pressi11g the male and the female prin-
ciples dominating the universe were put on the flag. 
This national flag has an oblong field in the center of which are two 
comma shaped symbols, red and black, of the two universal principles. In 
each of the four corners of the flag is one of the "eight diagrams" consist-
ing of straight and broken lines supposed to have been seen on the back of 
the dragon horse which was the basis of the system of Chinese writing. mhe 
"eight diagramst' may be expanded to sixty-four combinations or are reducible 
to four, and these again to their two primaries. The straight line on the 
Korean ~lag is the active principle, Heaven~ light, masculinity, and the 
broken line the passive principle, equivalent to earth, drakness, ~emininity, 
etc. The two lines are the principles at rest, but when comma shaped as in 
the center of the flag, they signify the ceasless process of revolving and 
producing the Phenomena of existence. 
4. Neither official or There are many buildings throughout the peninsul~ 
domestic worShip 
which are used neither for official or domestic 
worShip - they are dedicated to celebrated men. Confucian philosophers, 
officials, and soldiers dist~ished by their loyalty, their virtue and 
the loftiness of their teachings. Over three hundred eighty-three of these 
buildings are outside of Seoul alone. 
In some chapels one personage only is adored; in others, half a doz-
en or more persons! Some receive this respect and honor from one locality 
only; some have several districts united and others have all the provinces 
united in giving this honor. :E'laces of worship would be an exact transla-
tion for the names of these buildtngs. In these places of worship the 
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disciples gather together to comment on the work of a departed master and 
discuss and expound his teachings. 
These chapels built by the piety of disciples, adorers and descendants, 
to honor the memol~ of a departed master, received from the founders gifts 
of rice plantations and the king often besotwed similar gifts upon them, ex-
empted them from taxation and gave them a tablet having characters on it 
written by his ovm. hand .. 
5. Christianity In 1184, an embassy from China to Korea had those among 
its members who introduced Christianity; the priests were at first Chinese. 
The first European missiom~.ry who made his way into Korea was M. Mauban.t'l' 
Re entered in 1836. There were twelve missionaries and ten thousand con-
verts in 1866. ~ut the massacres were decreed in that year and the young 
KOrean church was almost a.J.mihilated. In 1882, in consequence of treaties 
with .America and :European powers, different religious missions have been 
established openly and KOrea has had religious liberty. 
CHAPTER IV 
OONFUCI.ANIS.M AND TEE GOVERNMENT 
1. Limited 
monarchy 
CRA.PTER IV 
CONFOCIANISM .AND THE GOVERNMENT 
A. The Government of Korea 
Korea was a limited monarchy of the :paternal ty:pe, with 
a written constitution limiting the :power of' the monarch 
and in a manner guiding the administration of the government. For a long 
number of years Korea was tributary to China; but, although she :paid tribute, 
this in no way a.ffected the independence of her internal government. The 
United States recognized this inde.pendence when she made the treaty with 
Korea in 1882. After this date the question of independence was constantly 
arising and there was controversy over it. 
2. Politics and 
religion 
a. Political narties and filial piety. Old Korea 
had four :political :parties. The southern political 
parties have always been most numerous and most powerfUl. If a noble among 
any of them lost cast there was handed dow.n to his son or nearest relative 
the de~d for vengence. Sometimes a coat was given which could not be 
taken off until revenge had been accomplished~ Night and day these clothes 
were a reminder to him to set to work and appease the spirits of his ancestors. 
In Korea, not to avenge ones father was to violate the national reli-
gion of ancestral worship in its fundamental :point. If the :rather had been 
exiled by the government, it followed that his enemy must be e:x:iled too: if 
the father had been assassinated, his enemy must meet the same fate also. 
In such cases the public applauded the evenger because he fulfilled the holy 
dictates of piety and religion. This was an outcome of the ConfUcian 
system of honoring parents .. 
b. The officials and filial niety. The officials all received 
(45) 
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permission for regular furlotighs to go home and visit their parents, for 
filial piety engendered by Confucianism is the su~reme virtue in Korea. 
Earth and Heaven give the richest gifts to the most filial. If an official 
~ disobedient and neglected his parents, he received penalties and mis-
fortunes in this life and severe pUnishments in the life to come, they 
thought .. An official must mourn when his parents died for long months, 
retiring from office. If a sou strikes his father, he is beheaded and if 
he kills his father he is burned at the stake. 
c. System of rewards. The government system in Korea publicly 
rewarded filial piety. Monuments were built and temples dedicated to the 
filial son and public honors given with promotion to higher offices. This 
wa:s:-all an outgrowth of the Confucian system. This same system inculcated 
the thought of the superiority of the scholar who looked down on the fore-
igneer from Christian nations, but since 1882, they have begun to see some 
of the points of superiority of the Westerner. 
3. The power of 
the nobles 
ROrea.•s difficulties to national progress were many. 
Feudalism, court intringues, her Confucian bigotry and 
the product of ages of seclusion and superstition had bound her in a vise. 
The king of Korea. was held in check by powerful nobles ttintrenched 
in privileges hoary with age and backed by all the reactionary inflaence of 
feudalism'' .. The nobles who had originally risen to such rank by the Con-
fucian system of education were the most powerfUl in Bbrean politics. They 
had the preponderance of power in tne government and continually filled the 
official positions with their sympathizers to _an extent no allowed in the 
rules governing the examinations. The country SUffered from a congestion of 
nobles and there was a big problem of curtailing the power of these men, of 
making a closer union between the king and the people, and of entirely cutting 
out feudalism. Many of the best KOreans were ready to die to accomplish this 
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in the latter p~t of the nineteenth century. Old questions had fallen out 
of sight and old political parties were dropped shortly after the treaty was 
signed with the United States, and there- arose two political parties only, 
the Radicals and the Conservatives. 
a. Departments-of the ~0vei.nment. The organization 4. Organization 
and methods of 
government and methods of' government in Xorea were very similar to 
those of China. There were three prime ministers ranking ne~ to the supreme 
council. There were six departments of gove:rnment; the royal council was 
composed of four grades and twenty-one dignitaries, but the actual authority 
rested in the hands of the three ministers. The sii boards were - office and 
public employ~ finance, ceremonies, war, justice, and public works. They 
had a daily government gazette giving information concerning official matters. 
b. Provincial government. In the tenth century Korea was divided 
into eight districts or provinces for administratiwa purposes. These dis-
tricts were divided according to the river basins, and the provinces ~d 
ca~itals had the first· syllable of their names in common. In 1896 the gov-
er.nment divided these into thirteen provinces, one contained the capital~ 
The evolution of the governinen:b in Korea was gradually awa:y from feud-
alism to a centralized form o~ government; China was their model in this. 
Any EOrean able to pass the government examinations was eligible to the 
ggw,ernment offices. Each province was under a governor. The cities were 
in six classes and officers of corresponding rank governed them. The towns 
were in charge of petty magistrates. There were twelve ranks in the off i-
cial class, an ontcome of the Confucian system. 
c. The social unit. The local authorities of the government had 
very minute rules~ Every five houses was the social unit and this was uni-
versal. When a crime was committed it was very easy to find the group of 
houses in which the offender dwelt and the responsibility was fixed without 
~· 
•~ 
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delay. Every Ebrean snoject had to possess a ticket testifying to his 
person and every ticket must oe shown when demanded. The ticket is made 
of wood for the common people, of horn for the military class, and those of 
the literary class and government official.s were made of bone. On the 
ticket is the name, residence and number of the group of houses to which 
.4 
the Korean belongs. This system is still used in EDrea. 
d. The judiciary. (1). Various Courts. Civil matters were 
tried by an ordinary ·magistrate, criminal: cases by the military commander 
and very important cases were tried by the governor of the province. The 
highest court of appeals is in the capital. eases of treason and those 
against gigh dignitaries were tried in the capital before a tribunal appointed 
by the king. 
(2) Assistants. The korean magistrate had two classes of 
assistants, the sheriffs and the jailers. The details and local authority 
were in their power .. The sheriffs handed down their offices to their de-
scendants. The jailers were petty police from the lowest classes. De-
capitation was the method employed when a person from the military or liter-
ary class was sentenced to death. The criminal code was revised and puo~ 
liShed in 1785; this was far in advance of the old code. 
B. EOrean Independence 
1. Effect of the After the China-Japan was came to a close, a treaty 
China-Japan war 
of peace was signed in which the independence of Korea 
became a recogni~ed fact~ After this the power of Japan was paramount in 
the peninsula; but she failed to use it in a just and wise way and soon lost 
all her influence. 
2 • .A.mericats paramount 
influence in Korea 
a. Americans advisers to the government. 
".Americans were chosen advise:rs and assistants of 
the nation which latest of all ente:red into the world b:rothe:rhood. Th:ree 
military officers to organize her an~, naval officers to inaugurate her · 
navy, commissioners of customs and a counciler in the Foreign Office, are 
among these .Americans. The latter position, most difficult and delicate, 
has been held by Judge 0. N. Denny. Surrounded by powerful and ambitious 
nations, Corea needs the wisest advice. 
b. The Korean anibassador to the United States. .Pak Chung Yang, 
a Confucian scholar and noble of the second rank, Envoy Extraordinary and 
Minister Plenipotentiary, arrived in Washington and had audiance with Presi-
dent Cleveland, in January, 1888. On whatever points Corean Progressives 
and Conservatives differ, they have united upon the determination to assert 
and maintain national freedom, and the king is their leader. It may be in 
the very weakness of the little kingdom lies her real strength, and that 
in the interest of peace ~nd harmony, Russia, England, China and Japan will 
unite to maintain her integrity. The. worn-out dogmas of Chinese statecraft 
must pass away, and Corea be allowed to work out her career as a sovereggn 
1 
state." 
The above quotation was taken from a book written during the time 
when KOrea had her independence. 
c. Postal, telegrauh and teleuhone systems, and railroads. -- The 
EOrean government established a postal system in the peninsula li1 1894, 
twelve years after the treaty with the United States' fhis was copied after 
the American postal system and was gradually being extended over the entire 
peninsula. There were stamps of four values in 1894. There were also 
telegraphic and telephone services and a railroad was started by an American 
company from Qhemulpo to Seoul. Eleven years after this, Japan took these 
over and continued the extension of the railroad in Korea, 
0.. Later Events. 
1. Effect of the When the Russia-Japan war opened, Japan signed a 
Russia-Japan war 
1 Griffis, Corea, The Hermit lifa.tion, P:P• 453-454. 
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treaty with Korea, by which, in payment for the privilege of being allowed 
to transport her troops freely across ROrean territory, Japan guaranteed to 
maintain the independence of ROrea unendingly. After the close of the war 
and after the treaty of Portsmouth, Japan immediately changed her attitude 
toward ROrea. She took the position of a conqueror rather than an ally 
and has maintained this position ever since. 
China had renounced all claims to suzerainty over Korea in 1895, and 
now Japan, in 1904, broke her treaty and only guaranteed the welfare of the 
Imperial House. In November, 1905, Japan directed the external relations 
of Korea and took charge of ROrean subjects and interests in foreign count-
ries, and also took over the maintenance of existing treaties between Korea 
and foreign powers and from this date foreign treaties could be concluded only 
through the medium of Japan. Japan then sent a Resident General to Seoul 
to direct diplomatic affairs. 
2. The Protectorate a. The Emoeror' s protest and the embassy to the Hague .. 
A forced treaty of protection was nominally passed by the cabinet and put into 
effect because all foreign powers by the withdrawal of their legations acknow-
ledged their willingness to yield to Japan's unjust request. The Emperor 
protested against the broken treaty and the usurpation by Japan, and sent· 
an embassy to the Hague so that the matter could be brought before the civil-
ized powers. The civilized powers ignored the embassy and Japan by force 
caused the abdication of the Emperor and put his son on the throne, while 
they held the Emperor a prismner well guarded day and night. The youngest 
son was proclaimed Crown Prince and sent to Japan. At the present time there 
is no emperor in KOrea. 
b. Disbanded soldiers. -- In 1907, the so-called bandits which fill-
ed the mountains of KOrea were the Korean soldiers who had resisted the sudden 
and forcible disarmament by Japan and after that kept up two years of fighting. 
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Every weapon was taken out of Korean houses throughout the peninsula at 
this time. 
c. The Resident General. In 1907, the Resident General's powers 
were enormously increased. He guided all administrative reforms, laws 
could not be enacted or administra~ive measures undertaken unless he con-
sen ted. According:to his pleasure only foreigneers could be engaged in 
government employ, and high officials dismissed. 
3. The Annexation In August, 1910, the entire direction of the admin-
istration was taken over by the Japanese Resident General, who was give~ the 
title of Governor General. The jurisdiction o:f the consular courts was then 
abolished. Japanese ministers and of:ficials were introduced into all de-
part:nents, as well as Japanese chiefs over the bureaus of pol~ce and customs. 
The Japanese thus annexed Korea and it is now known officially as 
Chosen, a part of the Japanese E~ire. The Governor General lives at Seoul 
with a large force of constabulary and soldiery and under residents in the 
main of:ficial positions, not only in Seoul but throughout Korea. 
01IAPTER V 
CONFUCIANISM AND T~ FINE ARTS 
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1. .Art 
defined 
·COli!FITCI.A.NISM .AND TEE FIN.E ARTS 
.A,. Definition of .Art and the Language 
Fine art is defined in one of the standard dictionaries 
as a skillful and systematic arrangement or adaptation of 
means for the attainment of some esthetic end. 
(1) The principles of artistic construction and esthetic criticism 
or their application. (2) The embodiment of beautiful thought in language, 
in sensuous forms, in marwle or speech; or the wor~s thus produced. (3) 
The arts of beauty, as painting, sculpture, music, poetry and literature. 
2, The 
language 
a~ History. u~he proportion of Chinese words now 
embodied in the Korean language is very :t.arge; and this 
is also true of the Japanese language. This remarkably large proportion of 
Chinese wprds in Korean prooves the truth of the Chinese historian, who de-
scribes an early connection with and dependence upon China. How much of the 
learning, civilization and manners of China, were possessed by the first Cho-
senese it is and will be i~ossible to say. It was during and after the Tang 
dynasty, about the period when Buddhism was introduced into China, that these 
Chinese influences began to penetrate the social and literary life of Korea. 
The imnedsely superior literary life of the Chinese and their highel' civiliza-
tion necessitated changes in,and additions to, the Korean language, which were 
roost readily supplied by the Chinese· language. These additions and dis-
placements of their ancient language shows that Korea became SU):)ject to the 
Chinese form of civilization ages before the Mongols, who received their civil= 
ization directly from Buddhistic lands, and many more ages ·before the Manchus 
became the disciples of their subjects. This addition remains in the 
(53) 
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Korean language as distinctly different from that la.nguage, as fo sails in 
their older rocky bed, and cannot be disguised by the ancient ~renunciation 
still retained, or by the affi:x:ed partic·les which re~resent ~renunciation, 
1 
en:q;>l:lasis, declension and conjugation. 11 
b. The alphabet. The Korean al~habet is a true one of fourteen 
c'Oonsona:nts and eleven vowels, classified according to the organs of speech, 
This was ~erfected and put into ~ractise in the fifteenth century. On 
account of the strict asherence by the scholars to the Chinese language, 
this al~habet was not given the o~portunity to develop that it ought to have 
had at that time. 
c. Written and S'POken language. There are two languages in 
Korea - Chinese for writing and Korean for s~eech, e:x:cept among the common 
~eo~le where they use the Korean writing also, and the mixed script. 
Chinese, if spoken, is an acquirement like the French language in America. 
The literature in the Chinese language is sometimes translated into the 
Korean .. Work .of the missionaries have given the Koreans an s~pre~iahion of 
their own language which under Confucian culture was held in low esteem. 
Ja~anese and English are now being used, the former in all the schools, the 
latter in the high schools only. 
E. Literature 
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1. Hindrances to the 
develo~ment of 
literature 
Korea, like China, has always had a very high regard 
for literature .. The Chinese language made up of. 
characters is a very cumbersome thing as a medium for the acquisition of 
Jmowledge ... It is ~robably the greatest hindrance to general education in 
the fine arts throughout the Far East. The tens of thousands characte•s 
which form the Chinese language has been built up through thousands o'f years. 
The system seems to follow general laws but e:x:ce~tions have been many, so 
1 
Ross, History of Corea, ~~· 388-389. 
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that memory alon~ seems to be required in getting the lmowledge o:f the langu-
age. The excessive use of the memory in the learning o:f the "me:re shapes" 
o:f the. characte:rs has had a deadening effect upon the purely ":ratiocinative 
faculty11 • ~his fact comes out in the ve:ry cha:racter o:f Chinese and Kor~ 
literature. History is narrative o:f the baldest kind. In writing poetry, 
the Korean is hindered not helped by the characters, for he expends a good 
deal of effort in balancing characters· with reference to their sound~ :sut 
it has e-ffected adversly the :faculty of logic more than the poetic one. 
2. Kinds of 
literature 
a.. History and "be11es .Lettres". There are numerous 
Moral essays and many aphorisms, but they do not have much 
practical outcome for they are read merely as polite literature. 
b. Scientific literature. Scientific literature has been pub-
lished in scores of volumes by the old government on law, medicine, ast:romomy 
and agriculture. The cost of these hugh volumes has always prohibited thei:r 
use by a majority of the people. 
c. Encyclopedias, biograuhy and fiction. The ROrean literature 
which is most celebrated was written in the Chinese characters. The lnOst 
prominent place was given to the Chinese classics setting forth the Confucian 
code. The histories consist of scores of volumes. "Belles lettres" are 
in many volumes and of a great variety; the nature of these is very poetic. 
A large number of biographies, ponderous volumes on law, medicine, native 
geography and government line the native book shelves. :Biographies are 
the most connnon and each noted :Korean family has volumes of the :family his-
tory on their shelves. 
There are a number of well stocked libraries in the homes in Seoul. 
~he public libraries which were in SeouJ. alone, handled fiction also. One 
of the greatest books in Korea is the Xorean Encyclopedia; it consists o:f 
one hundred and twelve volumes. It is named Mun-hon Pigo and is as well 
-~~'\\ 
known in Korea as the Eri tanica is in England. 
Fiction shows that even the Chinese ideals could not check the imag-
ination of the Koreans. The country bas produced a goodly number of novel-
ists. Thousands of these novels are about the length of Dickens' Christmas 
Carol. 
3. Korean hooks 
and authors 
a. The Korean ucbaucer". In the seventh century 
A.D., Korea produced a 11ehaucer11 and his writings are 
widely recognized even outside of his own country. At the very dawn of 
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letters, he wrote and published a colll.Plete novel called the nAdventures among 
the Kuen-lun Mountains11 ~ This tells the story of a Korean's wanderings 
a.nnng the great mountains of southern China. He also wrote a volume of 
exceptionally good poems and stories • Another novel was written by Kim 
.A.m, telling the story of adventure in Japan. 
b. Kim Pusik and his writings. The greatest writer at the time 
of the Three Kingdoms was Kim Pusik, who wrote a standArd history of the Three 
Kingdoms and also a novel named t'The Story of the Long North Wall".. This 
was an historical novel about the Great Wall of Korea, a counterpart to that 
of China, which extended :from the Ylrllow Sea to the J~pan Sea. 
o. Korean novels .. 11 The Adventures of Hong Kil-dong" and t'The 
Adventures of Xyong-op11 were written by two Korean monks, Kasan and Ra Jong, 
in 1440. "The Frogs" was written in 1 '760 and following this were "The 
Praise of Virtue and Righteousness", 11Nine men's Dreams", "A Dream of Keum 
San Monastery", 11 The Adventures of Yi Ha-Ryongtt, ''The Golden Jewel", tlfhe 
Story of a Clever Woman11 , 11 The Adventures of Sir Rabbit", and a great many 
other novels. 
China is a favorite setting for many purely Xorean stories~ but most 
of the novels place the scenes in Korea~ The above novels were written in 
the Chinese characters but Xorea abounds in works of fiction written in the 
a 
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native language. The Confucian scholars pretend t:p despise these books, 
but know their contents quite well. They are on sale in all book stores 
of Korea and there are several circulating libraries in Seoul where these 
novels in both Chinese and Korean are found by the hundreds. 
d. Professional stor:.v telle:ws. The Koreans have to this day 
the ancient custom which came into repute before printing, that of handing 
down1 stories by word of mouth. The well-to-do hire professional story 
tellers who~ with drum and attendant, recite a story which sometimes takes 
two days in the recital. The reciter with.his trained accent makes it 
more interesting than a novel that is merely read. 
Koreans consider history and poetry the two great branches of liter-
ature. They put fiction on a much lower level. This of course shows the 
influence of the Confucian doctrine. There is Qn Korea a subserviance to 
Chinese literary ideals, so that fiction is sometimes found hidden away 
under a title like 11 The .Biograp:by of Cho Sang-geun", which is a real remance. 
The use of the Chinese written language has resulted in the survival to the 
present day of the professional story teller, and because of this same sub-
serviancy to Confucian ideals, written fictionj no matter how splendid it 
is, is on a lower plane than history and peepry. The vast majority of the 
EOreans, however, confine most of their reading to the mixed script daily 
newspapers and the novels written in the native language. 
~. Music and Poetty 
There are a great variety of musical instruments handed down from the 
dim past. The following are the principle ones! 
a. Instrumental music. The Komungo is a musical 1. Korean musical 
instruments 
and music instrument which dates from the days of ancient Silla. 
It is a .Base Viol without any neck. This has been used in Korea. for about 
one thousand ;;:re&eR hundred years.. The Korean flute differs in appearance 
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from the western one but sounds more like it than other Rbrean instruments. 
· It dates back nearly two thousand years and we read in history that the jade 
flute was one of the heirlooms of the Silla dynasty. The violin has ex-
isted for centuries and their zithe~ is triple strung like ou» modern piano. 
Another ancient instrument is a series of metal bangles; this is struck as 
one strikes a triangle~ The drum is one of the most ancient and is some~ 
times used instead of a bell. In addition to the big kettle drum with a 
stick, is the hour glass drum which is struck with the hand and is almost 
the only instrument used in that way. 
b. Two classes of vocal music. -~ The Koreans have bad for two 
centuries two distinct classes of vocal music. The classical music is a 
weird sad tremolo; it is slow and dignified and is made by long drawn-out 
breaths. The popular style has a distinct melody in which the time element 
has been developedt but, as in. China, music is considered one of the lesser 
arts and as a profession it is almost disreputable. 
c. The songs of the workers. In Korea, as in other parts of the 
Far East, individuality is lost sight of and men' count themselves a fraction 
of the whole. The unit of society is the family of clan. In a great :rna:oy 
different kinds of tasks the KOreans band themselves together. These bands 
consist of ten or twelve working men and a leader who chants a song while 
they all pause and listen. When the leader ceases to sing, all the men 1 s 
voices join in and sing lustily while they all set to work together. 
2.. KOrean 
poetry 
a.. E:x:.anmles of "Poems. Korean poetry forms the subject 
matter of their vocal music. The Chinese characters used, 
few in number, will sometimes convey more meaning than a whole paragraph in 
English. The following is a few of the Chinese characters of one poem 
translated into English: 
"0 mountain :Blue, 
:Be thou my cenotaph; and when, long ages hence~ 
Some youth, presumptuoust shall again thy· secret guess, 
T~ liJ?s unseal, among the names of them who claim 
The guerdon of thy J?raise, I pray let mine apJ?ear, 
:Be thou rrry cenotaph." 
This is a picture 0~ a Korean youth on his way to attend the annual examin-
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ations in Seoul, and he asks the spirits of the mountains in this poetic way 
to bring him success. 
In central Korea is the precipice of ttFalling Flowers". A. scholar 
made a very fine poem to this precipice and the following is a translation 
. of a small part of it which shows :plainly that the Koreans have genuine 
poetic feeling. It is about a queen at the time the conquering warriors 
are outside the palace gates: 
b. Lyrics. 
"Silent she sits among her trembling maids, 
Whose loud laments and clamorous grief bespeak 
Their anguish less than hers.. :But loZ she smiles 
And beckoning with her hand, she leads them forth 
Without the wall, as when in days of peace 
They held high holiday in nature's haunts. 
-----~--~---------------------------------
'The insulting foe 
Has boasted loud that he will cull the flowers 
Of Pakche. Let him learn his boast is vain.' 
She leads them to the brink ~--------------­
:By April's perfumed breath so fell the flowers 
Of Pakche: :But in falling rose aloft 
To hono:r:'s pinacle." 
~rean :poetry is all of a lyric nature. It is 
nature·' s music pure and simple .. The Koreans :have an exuberance of imagina-
tion in spite of the centuries lived under the practical code of Confucius. 
The following is a good example of Korean lyrical poetry: 
nDeep within this mountain fastness, 
Minified by nature's vastness, 
Hermit-wise a lodge I'll build. 
Clouds shall form the frescoed ceiling~ 
Heaven's blue depth but half revealing; 
Sunbeam raftered, starlight filled. 
In this lakelet deep I'll :tetter 
Yon fair moon. Oh, who could better 
Nature's self in~rcerate? 
1. Korean art 
and artists 
.A.nd when .Autunm.' s band shall scatter 
Leaves upon my floor, what matter, 
Since I ~ve the wind f·or broom? 
Cleaning house mere play I'll reckon, 
Only to the strom-sprites beckon, 
With their. floods they'll cleanse each room." 
D. Korean .Art 
Many people would be astonished at the historical facts 
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concerning the influence of Korean art upon the Japanese, 
for the Japanese are considered one of the most artistic peoples of the 
world today. 
a. KOrean Buddhist missionaries. Ja]an received the principles 
of art, including literature and civilization, at the time the Rbrea.n Buddhist 
missionaries took their doctrine to Japan. There were many thousand of 
skilled artists and craftsmen in Korea at this time, according to the history 
of this period. 
b. Art treasures. In 1592 1 Japan·and China were at war over 
KOrea for a period of six years. The Japanese destroyed much property and 
made desolate whole sections of the country. The art treasures and the 
EDrea.n artists were carried forcibly to Japan at this time and were never 
returned to Korea. This invasion bequeathed to all Koreans an intense hatred 
of the ~apanese. This explains why the EOreans looked upon themselves as 
vastly superior to the Japanese, whom they considered, until recently, semi-
savages. 
2. General 
facts 
a.. Combination o:f different elements. The higher 
forms of art which require for their production the genius 
of combinations are conspicuous by their absence in all the countries of the 
Far East. The Koreans do not combine different elements for a general effect. 
They picl out one individual object at a time and expose it to view. Some 
scholars think this is due to the Confucian system which has so long held sway 
over the minds of the people and kept them in a rut. In a Korean gentlemen's 
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home he will have just one object of art in each room. In one room a 
beautiful embroidered screen, in another an ancient vase, and in still an-
other a rare potted flower or palm. No matter how many works of art he 
may possess~ he will not have more than one or two exposed at a time. 
b. Exactness of details. There is an exactness in detail in 
Korean art which is also true of other oriental countries. An embroidered 
butterfly is worked out to an extreme point of exactness, while the rest of 
the scene may not be artistic at all. This love of detail had led to a cer-
tain grotesqueness in their pictures. There is always some dwarf tree or 
other malformation which is extremely odd to a Westerner. 
c. Colors. In colors the KOreans are very ancient in their 
ideas and pattern largly after the Chinese. Their treen is nature's green 
of growing rice and pine trees. Their red is the red of blood or the red 
peppers drying on their roofs. In form the Korean is a realist. There is 
no idealized expression in his art. This is probably due to the slavish 
adherence to Chinese models and the fruits of Confucian practical ethics. 
3. Kinds of 
art 
a. Mortuary art. During the long intervals of peace 
in Korea there was much fine work in mortuary art and some 
of it is preserved to this day. Euddhism did a great deal to fertilize 
the KOrean imagination so that the combination produced art. literature, 
folk-lore, noble monuments, sculpture and architecture, splendid temples 
and monasteries. 
The xoreans rebuil8 the tomb of Kija in 1894, which was injured in the 
China-Japan war. This is quite a work of art and one of the show places 
near Pyeng Yang at the present day. The KOreans consider Kija the founder 
of their social order in 1122 E.C. Their literature contains many references 
to him as their national hero. To him is credited the ancient name of their 
country - Chosen, which is now the official name of the country. 
~· 
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b. Architecture. Architecture has never been considered a fine 
art in KOrea, but there are some monasteries, temples and palaces which are 
really works of art. It has almost always been considered utilitarian by 
the natives with the exception of gatways, palaces, monasteries, and te~les. 
The chief art in these buildings is shown in their decorations, shape and the 
roofs, also the magnificent backgrounds chosen for these buildings. 
also exists to this day some very fine Korean mural decorations. 
There 
c. Pictures and scrolls. Pictures are not common, but the art-
istic sense has been in part appeased by scrolls of handsome Chinese characters 
containing moral and literary gems from the classics, or the caligraphic tri-
umph of some king~ dignitary, or literary friend. To possess a sign, manual 
or autograph of Yung, Hong or o, the three most renowned Korean ConfUcianists, 
. is reckoned of more value than a golden pin studded with diamonds. There 
are often inscribed on the portals of their summer homes, in larhe Chinese 
characters, moral mottoes or poetical sentiments such as - "Enter haJ?!>iness, 
.like breezes bring the spring, and depart evil spirits as snow melts in 
water.• 
d. Painting, embroidery and ceramics. Painting of trees, rocks, 
flowers and other scenes of nature, and sket~hes made with brush pen and ink 
and various lcinds of embroidery all performed according to fixed laws of 
Korean art abound in the country. Centuries ago Korea had something to show 
along the line of ceramics. Korean ceramic art found expression in Korean 
pottery in the Ming dynasty. In pottery, Koreans exercised considerable 
influence throughout the Far East • 
e.. Work in metals, mother of lJearl, wood, etc. Koreans for 
centuries have made boxes inlaid with silver; nickel, brass, and on rare 
occasions, gold. The Greek key pattern is usually followed. These are 
true works of art and highly priized by Westerners. Some of their silver 
filigree ~rk is very rare and worthy of mention. There are set designs 
for this which they follow slavishly. Some of their work in inlaid mother 
of pearl on chests, cabinets, and other things, is very beautifUl. Some 
times :peacocks in all their gorgeous :plumage are reproduced in the doors of 
the cabinets and look quite lifelike. Korean art owes much to China, al-
though it :possessed a great deal of indigenous cultural elements perceptible 
in mythology, social :phenomena, medicine, literature and. other fine arts. 
There has been preserved in Korea a number of protosintic characters in an 
older form than is discoverable either in China or Japan. However, Korea 
shows the stultifying effect of the Confucian system of education which was 
good for practical ethics, but has hindered a wide development in art. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONFtJOI.A.NISM .AN.D THE SOCI.AL .LIRE 
CHAPTER VI 
OONFUOI.ANISM .AND TBE SOCIAL LIRE 
4C A. The Social Life of Women and the Family 
~ 
• 
1. The status According to the old ROrean custom a women was an instru-
of women 
ment of :pleasure or of labor, but never the equal of man. 
She had no name. In childhood she received a nwne used only by her immed-
iate family. She was known as a sister or daughter of Mr. So-and-so. After 
marriage she is nameless and her :parents-in-law speak of her by the name of 
her native place. Later she is known as the mother of her son. The women 
of the lower class work very hard and in certain sections of the coU11try 
farmers' wives help their husbands in the fields. The women carry large 
flat wooden baskets filled with big bowls of rice out to the men in the fields 
at the noon hour. They also carry very heavy loads to market sometimes. 
They have very long black hair which is abundant and they use hair oil, also 
switches which make immense coiffures. 
2. The seclusion 
of women 
The family life in Korea has been injured by the over-
emphasis of the dignity and the power of the man. This 
is certainly direct fruits of Confucianism. 11 The female apartments, among 
the higher classes, resemble the zenanan of india~ The men chat~ smoke and 
enjoy themselves in the outer rooms and the women receive their parents and 
£riends in the interior apartments. This same custom based upon the same 
prejudices hinder the common people in their moments of leisure from remaining 
in their own homes • After their marriage the women are inaccessible. They 
are confined to their apartments, nor can they even look out in the streets 
without permission of their lords. So strict is this rule that fathers have 
on occasion killed their daughters, husbands their wives, and wives have 
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commdtted suicide when strangers have touched them even with their fingers. 
Every Korean husband is a Caesar. Women are surrounded by a certain sort 
of exterior respect. They are always addressed in the tormuaa of honor-
ifio language~ The men always step aside in the streets to allow a woman 
1 
to pass, even though she be of the poorer classes." 
3. Marriage 
customs 
a. The father's autho~ity. Under the old Confucian 
system in Korea, women had little or nothing to do with the 
arrangements of marriage. The marriage is arranged by a middleman. The 
father settles tl;l.e time of the wedding after the contract has been fully 
discussed. The astrologers appoint a favorable day and only after marriage 
does one have civil rank or influence in society. Even if married at 
twelve or thirteen, the newly married are considered adults. The young 
man puts on a hat for the fi:r-st time and has a right to speak among the 
men, and the bride takes her place among the matrons. The youth has his 
hair put up in a top knot, the maid has her hair, with the addition of 
switches, braided and fastened tight to he:r- head, or unbraided, :r-olled with 
a silver pin fastening it above he:r- neck. 
b. The wedding. On the wedding day the bride must keep absolute-
ly silent. She has to sit mutely passive ~ t.hough compliments and q_uestions 
fall upon her like over-ripe apple blossoms in a wind sto1~. The bride goes 
to the home of her future husband in a pala.q_uin and even the humblest maiden 
uses a sort of vail and headd:r-ess with many ornaments and also many orna-
ments on the back, breast and girdle of her gown. In Korea the goo·se is the 
prominent symbolic figure at the wedding • Sometimes it is gilded wood, 
sometimes made out of cooked fish for eating, and is sometimes a live bird 
brought in a cloth with the head visable. After the groom bows to the bride, 
and the bride bows four times to the father-in-law and twice to the groom, 
the wedding feast follows. 
1 \ \ Griffis;, The Hermit Nation, 
\ 
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c. The contract. The important document of the ceremony ip the 
contract signed oy both parti~s. If the bride cannot write, she spreads out 
.her hand on the paper and its profile is traced exactly in ink. Married 
women wear two rings ort·the ring finger. 
d. Worshi'Ping the ancestral tablets. ~afore the bridegroom is 
introduced into the bride's chamber he worships the ancestral tablets of the 
bride and when they arrive at the young husband's home they both together 
worship his ancestral tablets. It was in the year 2852 ~.c. that this 
system of marriage originated in Korea, as stated in a Chinese book. Con-
fL1cianism has certainly oeen the foundation for many cent~ries of social 
custom in F~rea. After a woman is legally married, at the end of her 
sixtieth year of married life they celebrate their ''golden weddingrt. A 
great feast is prepared and they receive many presents. 
4. Customs follo~ 
ing marriage 
a. Laws governing divorce and concubinage. If 
a husband is displeased with his wife, the law allows 
him to divorce her, but he cannot legally marry again while she is living. 
He hast however, as many concubines as he can afford and he usually spends 
considerable time in their homes. Their model, Confucius, was divorced out 
never re-married, he was also the son of a concubine. Concubines have a 
legal status and are recognized in society, out in rank they are always in-
ferior to the legal wife. 
o. Devoted wives. The Korean women have no idea Of freedom, 
nor of infraction of established Confucian rules • They are devoted and 
obedient wives and are jealous of the reputation of their husbands. In the 
higher classes in Koeaa it is ver,1 improper to ever strike a woman and di-
vorce is the only solution if the husband desires to get rid of his wife. 
Millions of women from ancient times to the present by tact and energy have 
made themselves thoroughly respected in Korea, though within the circumscribed 
-r 
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confucian code. 
A woman who is legally wedded enters into and shares the entire 
social estate of her husband. One not of noble blood if she marry a noble 
becomes so and all her children also. The mother-in-law is supreme ruler 
in the women's quarters and the younger sister-in-law is ruled over by the 
older sister-in-law. These rules are very carefully carried out in every 
household throughout EDrea. 
c. Korean widows. It is very improper for widows to remarry. 
A widow is expected to mourn for her hus.band all the days of her life and no 
matter how very young she mB.y be, it would be infamy for her to marry again. 
This is carried out even to the engagement when the contract has been made 
even before the marriage ceremony, if the prospective bridegroom die, she 
is considered a widow though a virgin and has to 1i ve under the rules govern-
ing that class. In the fifteenth century children of remarried widows were 
not allowed to compete in the annual examinations, nor hold public offices. 
It has often happened in Korea that young widows comrni t suicide after' 
the. death of their husbands to prove their fidelity and secure their honor _ 
and reputation beyond the taint of suspicion. They are thought of as model 
women and the king through the influence of Coufucian nobles decrees a tern-
ple, column, or a memorial gateway, as a monument to their heroism and virtue. 
It is hard for Korean women to comprehend the Christian doctrine concerning 
suicide. The common people have always tnied to imitate the noble class in 
Korea, but necessity makes them break these customs so that among them 
second marriages often take place • 
B. The Life of Korean Children 
1. Customs concern-
ing children · 
a. Child life full of -pleasure. The life of 
KOrean children is a very pleasant one. This can be 
seen by the collection of toys and nursery stories, and also by the many terms 
of affection, by g~mes, sports, festivals, and other diverse recreations. 
The parents long for children and consider this one of the chief blessings 
of life. The best room has the or.nmmental nich containing the god of the 
household and many offerings are made for the bestowal of children. Every 
Night the baby is lovingly put to sleep by its mother lightly patting its 
stomach and crooning a nursery ditty. When it is learning to walk, the 
much thought-of tiger skin is spread on the floor to ease it when it falls. 
A beautiful, well-formed child is spoken of as '1a thousand mile horse, 
that is one who promises to make an alert and enduring man. rt A child noted 
for its filial piety will cheerfully cut his finger to furnish blood as the 
remedy for his sick parents. 
is set up at the grave. 
Should the child die, a stone statue of him 
b. Children's toys. The children have very fine toys in the 
capital and among the upper classes throughout Korea. They are really a 
work of art. Among the living pets the monkey is the favorite: they fit 
them with bright colored jackets and, when fat and good natured, they make 
excellent pets. Live :puppies and ntigers on wheels 11 also are popular in 
the nursery. Toy chariots with :fancy wheels, rattles, drums, and jumping 
jacks, are all named and decorated in ROrean style. A popular gane is 
inverting a ring in a pile of sand: sticks are poked into the sand and who-
ever transfixes the ring wins the game~ Kite flying in the New Year season 
is popular throughout the length and breadth of KOrea. Boys :fish with hook 
and line and they sometimes have a net~ The fish are stupified by the use 
of a plant called 11yek-kinu which makes them easy prey. Indoors they play 
games like backgammon, dominoes, game of eighty cards: chess· is also a 
great favorite with them. The festivals that children enjoy are "Treading 
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the Bridges", 11 The Meeting o:f the Star Lovers11 , "The Mouse Firen, and others. 
o. The child at school. At school the boys study by the ancient 
·~ 
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Chinese method. They learn the Chinese characters, the vernacular alphabet, 
the multiplication table, the four simple rules of arithmetic, fractions, 
involution and evolution, which are learned on the sliding numerical frame. 
The boys received rewards for high marks at school. Not a few of the youth 
of the humble olass who do farm work by day and study by night, have risen 
to be able officers who have filled high positions. 
d. Relation between father and son. ''As an outcome of Confucian 
ethics", says Griffis, t'The first thing inculcated in a child's mind is re-
spect for his father. All insubordination i-s immediately and sternly re-
pressed. The mother yields to her boy's caprices, and laughs at his faults 
without rebuking him. In speaking of his father a lad often adds the words 
- severe, terrible, implying the awe and profound respect in which he holds 
his father. .A son must not play nor smoke in his father's presence, nor 
assume a free or easy posture before him. A son waits on his father at 
meals and gets his bed ready~ If he is old or sickly, the son sleeps near 
him and does not quit his side night or day. If he is in prison, the son 
takes up his abode in the vicinity so that he can communicate with him and 
furnish him luxuries. If a son meets his father in the street, he must make 
a profound salute on his knees in the dust and in writing to him he must make 
free use of the most exa.gerated honorifics which the Korean knows,.tt 
2-. .Adopted 
children 
a. Difference between sons and daughters. The pre-
servation of the family line is the supreme end and aim of 
life and the practise of adoption is common in Xorea as it is in all countries 
where ancestor worship underlies all religions. "In effect all those per-
sons are descendants of particular ancestors who will keep up the ancestral 
sacrifices, guard the tablets, and observe the numerous funeral and mourning 
ceremonies which make life such a burden in Eastern Asia. Daughters are not 
adopted, because they cannot accomplish the prescribed rites. When parents 
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have only a daughter, they marry her to an adopted son who becomes head of 
the family so adopted into. Even the consent of the adopted, or of his 
parents, is not always requisite, for as it is a social, as well as a reli-
gious necessity, the government may be appealed to, and in case of need, 
forces acceptance of the duty. In this manner, as in the patriarcMil.age 
of ~iblical history, a man may be coerced into raising up seed to defunct 
1 
ancestors." 
b. The eldest son and the younger sons. "Primogeniture is the 
rigid rule in Korea and its foundation lies in Confucianism. Younger sons 
receive paternal gifts but the bulk of the property belongs to the oldest 
son, on whom the younger sons look as their father. He is the head of the 
family and regards his father's children as his own. The bonds of kindred 
are stronger than in the West. All the kindred even to the twentieth de-
gree fo:rm a clan who have mutual interests to sustain. The Korean law 
always recognized this system and levied on the clan the imposts and debts 
whcih individuals could not pay, and the clan always submitted without co~ 
plaint or protest. 
3. The 
family 
The family is only a fragment of a clan. Living under the 
~me Confucian system the Koreans have become as clanish as 
the Chinese and that has always been a great obstacle to individual reform or 
to the spread of an individual religion like Christianity. Rbrean etiquette 
forbids a Korean boy to use the name of father, mother or uncle in conversa-
tion or even pronounce it aloud. 
C:. Mourning and ~urial 
1.. Various 
customs 
There are many customs concerning the dead in Korea. 
These customs are slavishly followed from the king on his 
throne to the most poverty stricken of the lowest class. 
a. Slavish adherence to custom. !the mourning and burial- customs 
1 
Griffis, CoreatTbe Hermit Nation, P• 260. 
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indicate to any close observer the deep hold Confucianism bas on the people. 
The great display and immense amount of money used in the ceremonies for 
the dead cast a family into debt for generations. Eut the customs are so 
deeply interwoven in the social life of the people that a son who would re-
fuse to expend lavishly on the funeral of his father would not only be con-
sidered unfilial but his name would ne anathema. 
b. The ceremonies after death. .A.t the death of the parent the 
corpse after being properly prepared, is placed in the chief room in the 
house. Sometimes it is kept for three months before burial. The mourner 
enters the death chamber eve~ morning after arising and before each meal. 
Re carries a little table filled with food, which he places upon a tray at 
I 
the side of the coffin. The person who is chief mourner and master of 
ceremonies groans out ".A.ego, Aego!" if for a parent: for other relations 
he groans uoym 0~! 11 , for according to the noise and length of groans and 
rweeping will the good opinion of the public be. The lamentations over, he 
doffs his mourning robe and eats his food. At the new and again at the full 
moon, all the relatives are invited and expected to assist at the ceremony. 
The funeral procession forms in the late afternoon and a start is made just 
at twilight. It is the quiet time of the day and.the spirit of the dead 
is less liable to be disturbed by street cries and by the shouts of hucksters. 
It seems from this as though the Koreans believed that the spirit of the dead 
still accompanied the body. These practises continue more or less even 
after burial, and at intervals during several years~ Often a nobleman will 
go out to kneel and weep at the tomb, sometimes passing a whole day and night 
in this one position. Sometimes mourners have built a little house before 
the grave and watched there for years, this winning a high reputation for 
filial piety. 
c. The suirit tablets. One of the most important points about 
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a funeral is the making of the spirit tablet. Hurlbert says, t'Nothing is 
written on it, but with it is placed a sheet of paper on which are written 
the name and office of the deceased. This spirit tablet is made of chest-
nut wood, because the Koreans believe that when a chestnut sprouts and the 
meat of the nut is used in feeding the growing sprout, the shell of the nut 
does not decay but remains attached to the root of the tree until the latter 
dies. Thus they believe the seed is preserved, and this typifies the long 
life of families. This tablet is used in the house for three years, until 
the period of mourning is passed, and then it is placed in the sadang or 
soul-house, preferably described as the ancestral tablet house. To lose the 
spirit tablet is unspeakable calamity. Eefore burial it was formerly the 
custom to carry the body of the dead to the tablet house, let him take a 
look at it, but of late years it has been considered sufficent to carry the 
spirit box to the tablet house instead; but at the same time the casket must 
be moved a little as if it were to be taken also •11 
2. Results of mourning 
and burial customs on 
the economic life 
~. Waste of resources. The profuse vocab-
ulary of terms relating to burial, mourning and 
memorial tablets in ROrea show their intense loyalty to the old Confucian 
doctrine, the power of superstition, and the shocking waste of the resources 
of the living upon the dead. The burial which is a grand spectacular dis-
playi consumes a great amount of money. On it the heir sometimes squanders 
~f his patrimony. Korean folk-lore is full of stories of how the son, 
out of piety, spent the whole of his patrimony on his fatherts funeral. 
The desecration of a grave is one of the most serious crimes in the 
KOrean penal code; it is a capital offense. The dead are kidnapped in Korea 
and the son will give more for the return of his father's corpse than he 
would for his living child. Ancestor worship has such a hold on the 
Koreans that a self-respecting man will mortgage his whole property just. to 
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get back the body of his father. 
b. Limits population. From the viewpoint of political economy, 
this lavish expense of time, energy, money and intellect upon corpses, and 
superstition, is beneficial in one way. Without knowing Ma.ilbn:as or his 
theories, the Koreans have hit upon a capital method of limiting the popu-
lation and keeping the country in a chronic state of poverty. The question 
has been asked the writer how can a people, pent in a little mountainous 
peninsula like Korea, exist for many centuries without over-populating their 
territory. Wars. pestilence and ordinary poverty answer the question in 
part. The absurd and rigorous rules of mourning requiring frightful expense, 
postponement of marriage to young people, who even when betrothed must mourn 
three years for parents and grandparents, actual and expected, the impo~rish-
ing of the people, and the frequent hindrances to marriage at the proper 
season, serve to keep down the population. This fact is an often chosen 
subject for native anecdotes and romances. The vexations and delays often 
caused by the long periods of idle·mourning required by Confucian etiquette, 
cannot but call out the sympathy of everyone. 
3. True meaning of 
these rites and 
customs 
11 The excess of mourning, the accumulation of 
ritual, the calling upon the departed spirit, and 
any other custom referred to which may seem strange to Western notions, are 
to be understood as implying profound grief at the loss to the survivors and 
the expression of the wish that their dead might return to life again; and must 
!;not be supposed to imply any hope of an actual return to life, or a belief 
that the departed can indeed partake of the offerings. The origin of it all 
is not superstition, but the idea of filial devotion, which stands out as the 
first of all virtues in Korea and all countries which have borrowed Chinese 
moral philosophy$ If, therefore, the various rites and customs may appear 
ludicrous, the true meaning of those rites is one td be highly respected; 
though, alas! like every other virtue in the East, it is beautiful in 
1 
theory, but lamentably lacking sometimes in praotise. 11 
1 Ross, History of Corea, P• 353. 
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CH.AI'TER VII 
CONFUCIANISM AND OTEEB THINGS IIDBEA.N 
A. Korean Holidays 
1. The New Year Of the many days celebrated in Korea, the first day of 
season 
our February is the greatest favorite with the people. 
Old and young, rich and poor, for twelve long months look eagerly forward 
to this season. 
a. First day of the Korean New Year. New Year's day is not only 
the greatest of all Korean feasts in universal observance, but it is also the 
only real Sabbath time of the year, for days together all regular employment 
ceases and rejoicing reigns supreme. All debts must be paid and accounts 
squared up, absentees must return, and children away from home must rejoin 
the family. The magistrates close the tribunals, no arrests are made and 
prisoners held to answer for slight offences are given leave of absence for 
several days, after which they report again as prisoners. All work, except 
that of festal preparation, ceases during the last days of the old year. It 
is etiquette to begin ~Y visits on New Year's eve. This custom is quite 
similar to that of the Chinese. 
b.. New Year calls .. On New Year's morning salutations are made 
by the callers on relations, superiors, friends and acquaintances, the oldest 
relations being called upon first and that order of procedure observed. To 
:~ thid order there can be no exception unless a rupture of friendly relations 
• 
is desired~ In each home food of different kinds and wines are served. 
c. Sacrificing to ancestors. The chief ceremony of the New Year 
day is sacrificing to the tablets of ancestors. Froceeding to the family 
tombst if near the house, or to the special room or shelf in the dwelling it-
(77) 
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sel£, the entire family mike prostrations before the tablets, costly cere-
monies, with incense candles, many different kinds of the most expensive 
foods, etc., regulated according to the length of the family purse follow. 
This is the most important filial and religious act of the year. In cases 
where the tombs are distant, the visit must not be postponed later than 
during the first month. After the ancestral sacrifices comes the distribu-
tion of presents which are enclosed in New Year boxes for the specific members 
of the family. For five days the festivities are kept up by visits, social 
parties, and entertainments of all sorts. The ordinary labors of life are not 
resumed by the good Korean until the sixth day of the New Year, but with the 
majority of them the rest and fun are prolonged during the entire month. 
On the 15th dfil.Y of the eight month, sacrifices are offered at the 
graves of the ancestors and the families repair all their broken tombs. The 
ROreans make sacrificial food out of boiled rice and pound it into a tough 
mass Which looks like unbaked American bread dough. It is eaten raw, warmed, 
baked, toasted, boiled or fried. It occupies an important place in cere-
monial offerings to the dead, in the temples, and in the household festivals. 
It is made in hugh quantities and eaten at the New Year time and on the two 
equinoctial days of the year. They also have a great many other varieties 
of breads and foods for sacrificaug. 
2. Various cele-
brated days 
a. House day. The tenth day of the second month is 
the great house cleaning day of the year, when mats are 
taken up and thoroughly cleaned and the pots, kettles, jars, and every other 
thing about the house are industriously scoured, all the clothing completely 
renovated, and repairing done. 
b. Tomb day. Tomb day occurs in the third month. They make 
offerings of food to their ancestors on this occasion at the graves and give 
the tombs and tablets a thorough scrubbing. It is certainly a busy time in 
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the grave yard, to which women transfer their straw scrubbers, dippers, and 
buckets: then monuments and idols at the graves are well washed and the 
family carry home the sacrificial food which they and their friends eat in 
their homes. 
c. May Day .. The third day of the third month is in the ~y 
spring. It is the great May Day of the KOreans. Many of the people go out 
on the river in sail boats with food and drink and spend the day in feasting 
and mer:ryma.king. Other groups wander in the peach orchards and others sit 
under the trees and compose stanzas of poetry. All enjoy themselves accord-
ing to their dispositions. 
d. City Day. On the eight day of the fourth month, the large 
cities are illumined with paper lanterns of many colors and crowds of people 
cover the hillsides while others in boats on the river view the wonderful 
display of the illumined city at night and the magnificent natural scenery 
in the day time. 
e. The King's gift days. -- The fifth day of the fifth month was a 
great festival day on which the King used to present fine fans to his courtiers. 
On the fifteenth day of the seventh month there used to occur the 
ceremony of distributing seed. The Xing gave to his officials for distri-
bution about a hundred kinds of seed for the crops of the coming year. 
f. Fate Days. The fate days are the fifth, fifteenth, and the 
twenty-fifth day of each month. On these days the KOreans avoid beginning a:n.p:-
thing new. There are also certain years in each life which are supposed to be 
broken into by fate and they take special care of their health in food, cloth-
ing and new.ventures, and fast also on these days. On the fourteenth day a 
person who is entering upon a critical period of his life, before the dawning 
of the fifteenth day, makes an effigy of straw and throws it into the road, 
and puts on new clothes 1 then fate smiles kindly upon the new man clothed in 
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new clothes within the house. ''Stepping on the bridgeu is the fifteenth 
day of the first month. It is believed that if one crosses over seven 
bridges, he will be free from calamities during the year. 
3. Festivals a. The Memorial festival. There are many national and 
local festivals. Some of these are held in memory of soldiers who have been 
slain in the service of their fatherland. Besides holding annual memorial 
celebrations at these places, which fired the patriotism of the people and en-
gendered a deep love for their country, there are also temples erected to 
take care of the spirits of the slain soldiers. 
b. The Ohrysanthemum festival. nThe chrysanthemum festival was 
one of much popular interest .. Among the most brilliant flowers of the pentu-
sula are the chrysanthemums, which are cul td. vated with great pride and care 
by Corean gentlemen and nobles~ The flower is brought to unusual perfection 
by allowing but a single blossom to grow upon one stem. These are often 
cultivated apart under oiled paper frames. On the ninth day of the ninth 
month, the per.fected blossoms are in their glory, . and the owner of a crop. of 
brilliant chrysanthemums invites his friends to his home to feast and to en-
joy the sight of the blooms. The florists exhibit their plants, and picnic 
1 
parties enjoy the scenery from the bridges and on the mountains," 
B. Inventions and National Costumes 
1. Period of 
inventions 
According to historians, in the fourteenth century in Xbrea, 
a new dynasty arose which dis-established Buddhism from the 
powerful place it occupied~ Confucianism from this time to the present held 
the supreme place of power and influence in Korea. The fifteenth century 
was a period of inventions; first, the alphabet was improved; second, printing 
by means of moveable metal types; third, notable literary productions; fourth, 
the casting of great iron bells; fifth, improvements to agriculture. Poli-
.tical parties arose and at the same time Korea became more and more a "Hermit 
1 Griffis, Corea, The Hermit Nation, P• 298. 
Nation" encased in the hard unbending doctrines of Confucianism, she was 
full of conceit and pride. The seventh notable invention was by Admiral 
Yong, a KOrean officer, who invented the first iron-clad, which was a boat 
covered with iron and propelled by oars and which at that time destroyed 
all the fleets of the enemy. :Bombshells were invented which were of great 
use in hampering the later sieges of the enemy~ 
2. Curious customs 
in dress 
In the fourteenth century there was introduced the 
national costume worn at the present day by the 
Koreans. This was almost the identical dress which the Chinese wore before 
the Manchu conquest. This monarch who introduced the costume, was a fine 
ConfUcian student, and he and those who followed him for centuries used their 
power for the good of the people, and this period in their history was roiow.n 
for its peace and prosperity. 
There were many curious customs in regard to dress among the Korean 
people. One of the chief of these was the KOrean court noble's head dress 
which was a crown or helmet, rising in altitude to the proportions of a 
mitre. Some of these had lofty curving folds, set in arithmetical design, 
from the sixty ... four mystic diagrams which are supposed to be the sacred 
symbols of ConfUcian philosophy and of which fortune tellers make great use. 
The literary graduates always had blue stripes edging their coats which de-
noted that they belonged to the highest class. The Korean:dress ornaments 
are numerous and resemble those of the Chinese. They had rich silks and 
brocades; gold and silver clasps, and those of highest rank had belts set in 
with magnificent jewels. Fans were a great work of art and were made in a 
great many varieties and used for a number of purposes with all classes. 
They used to have all their finest shoes imported from China, but foot bind-
ing has always been unlmown in Korea. 
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1-. Confucian 
influence 
C. Korean Folk-lore 
KOrean folk-lore is filled with a very miscellaneous 
collection, for the sa~e family have occupied the house 
for forty centuries and there never has been an auction, according to 
Hurlbert. 
Under the many groups of KOrean tales it will be convenient to con-
sider only the ones bearing on our subject, Confucian folk-lore. Williams 
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defines Confucianism as "The political morality which was taught by Confucius 
and his disciples and which forms the bawis of Chinese jurisprudence~ It 
can hardly be called a religion, as it does not inculcate the worship of any 
god.tt Confucianism does not concern itself with spiritual relations. It 
confines itself to the deciding of conduct, beginning with birth and ending 
with death. Every probable phase and aspect of human life is discussed and 
a rule of conduct laid down. In KOrea this is done by a mass of stories 
illustrating the line of conduct to be taken under a variety of circumstances .. 
2. Major and minor 
KOrean beatitudes 
The five principles of conduct borrowed from China 
can be called the five beatitudes of Confucianism 
and they work out in the Korean life as given below. 
(1} ":Blessed is the child who honors his parents, for he in turn 
shall be honored by his children.,n 
(2) lf:Blessed is the man who honors his King, for he will stand a 
chance of being a recipient of the King 1 s favor." 
(3) rt:Blessed are the man and wife who treat each other properly, 
for they shall be secure against domestic scandal.n 
(4) ":Blessed is the man who treats his :friend well, for that is the 
only way to get treated well himself. 11 
(5) ":Blessed is the man who honors his elders, for years are a 
guarantee of wisdom .. u 
+ 
• 
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The following are the minor beatitudes; 
(1) ":Blessed is the very chaste woman, for she shall have a red 
gate in her yard, with her virtues described thereon, to· show that the 
average of womanhood is a shade less virtuous than she. 11 
{2} 11:Blessed is the country gentleman who persistently declines to 
become prime minister, even though pressed to do so, for he shall never be 
ca~tooned by the opposition, and incidentally shall have no taxes to pay." 
( 3) 11:Blessed is the young lmrded woman who suffers patiently the 
inflictions of a mother-in-law, for she &hdi!U'n, shall have the felicity of 
pinching her own daughter-in-law black and blue without remonstrance.u 
(4.!)· 11:Blessed is the man who t~eats his servant well, for instead 
of being squeezed a hundred cash on a string of eggs, hwwill be squeezed 
only seventy-five cash.n 
3. Examples of A boy spends his whole patrimony on his father's funeral 
Korean tales 
and becomes a beggar, but afterwards, he is highly re-
warded and becomes prime minister5 
There are other stories of favorite children who desert their parents 
while the unloved child becomes the :pillar of thei~ old age. 
There is the story of the beautiful widow who cut off her nose rather 
than become the concubine of the King, and the King, a good Confucian scholar, 
rewarded her by giving her a larhe pension so that she became the eNVy of all 
the widows throughout the land. 
Another story tells of a boy who cut his o'~ flesh to give his blood 
to sustain the life of his father; and so on, fol• there are many thousands 
of these stories. 
The Confucian ~rint is in these folk tales but in terms bf Korean 
life and feeling. The practical application of the ideas of Confuc~l~ 
is brought to the fore and the strength of Confucian ethics as a code is due 
/T 
• 
to this fact~ They are fundament~l principles of all human society and 
survive as an accepted standard. 
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CONCLUSION 
In a peculiar way EDrea presents a case of arrested development; the 
family remains the basis of social structure, although the educational pro-
cess has passed outside the family circle. The principles of family moral-
ity and relations are projected to include all society. They have had for 
hundreds of years the complex social relations of state and family, industry 
and a variety of other things. Education under the Confucian system is 
hardly more than mastering the religious historical literature and the Chinese 
language with the process of applying them to the daily life. 
In the ethics and education of the KOreans, the individual had arisen 
into consciousness; but society sought to repress the individual through 
religion and education. Individuality endangers social welfare with them. 
Antagonism between individuals developed and the social order and social good 
is suppressed by the suppression of the individual. 
Life in its purpose and character, and education in its aim and pro-
ceases are controlled by some form of external despotic authority. The 
individual's place in society is fixed by authority that he cannot change. 
Education just fits him for the predetermined niche. Sometimes there is 
a little freedom allowed but not often. With the Koreans there is some 
shifting in class organization. Tradition e~erted through the family is 
the external authority here. The dominance of the familyt expressed in 
Confucianism and worked out through every detail of social procedure, binds 
the individual to the authority of the past. There is opportunity for the 
development of ability with the Koreans 9 but free expression of personality 
has no outlet and the development of the individual is always carefully 
guarded against. 
( 86} 
-~ 
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The result in the dominance of external authority in the Korean life 
and the development of their educational system made society stable, but it 
remained stationary. Civilization was not progressive either in a spirit-
ual or material sense, education accomplished its purpose. This stability 
refers to internal forces, but when the nation was isolated for centuries 
as was the ttHermit Nation11 , such an education is effective for a long period. 
It did not in any social or individual sense help to adjust the Koreans to 
new conditions of life • 
.All that belongs to the free spirit is lacking in the Confucian 
system. Art becomes external decoration; ~iterature an effusive formula-
tion wherein merit was in high-style, not thought; science became occultism 
and discoveries the result of accident. Religion was merely formal worship 
in which there was little boom for free personality; militarism governed 
morals and ttself activity" cannot find a place in this system. This has 
been the tendency, to say the least, for the past five hundred years in 
Korea~ 
The Confucian system has merit, however~ and has therefore been of 
long standing and successful operation. It shows correlation of purpose 
and results; and must be ranked high in one sense, but must be considered 
to fail in comparison with modern systems when the basic purposes are taken 
into consideration. 
Confucianism aims at recapitulation of the past, to gam up in the 
individual the past, so that he will not advance beyond it or vary from it. 
It does not try to develop ability which would modify or adjust habits to 
new conditions and its chief purpose is to form habits of thought and action 
exactly like those of the past. The instruction has no rational basis. 
It does not seek to interpret to the individual the meaning of social custom~ 
What to do, feel or think is pointed out to them by this system; the exact 
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way to perform the act and the exact way the emotional action is to be 
expressed; and then keep constantly repeating until the habit is fixed and 
cannot be changed. 
Korea is at present increasingly conforming, both in outward cir-
cumstances and inward characteristics, to the world's modern conditions 
and requirements. 
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